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Foreword 

The International Symposium on Industrial Development, convened 
by UNIDO in Athens in 19(57, was the first major international meeting 
devoted exclusively to the problems of industrialization of the develop- 
ing countries. It followed a series of regional symposia on problems of 
industrialization held in "liro. Manila and Santiago in 1965—1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the United Nations regional 
economic commissions, and a similar symposium held in Kuwait in 1966 
under the sponsorship of UNIDO and the Government of Kuwait. 

The Athens Symposium was attended by some 600 delegates from 
78 countries and by representatives of various United Nations bodies, 
international organizations and other interested institutions in the 
public and private sectors. It provided a forum for discussion and 
exchange of views on the problems and prospects of the developing 
countries which arc engaged in promoting accelerated industrial develop- 
ment . 

The Symposium devoted special attention to possibilities for inter- 
national action and for co-operative efforts among the developing coun- 
tries themselves, and explored the scope, means and channels for such 
efforts. 

Studies and papers on a wide range of problems relating to indus- 
trialization were presented to the Symposium —by the UNIDO secretariat 
and by participating Governments, international organizations and 
observers. An official report, adopted at the Symposium, has been pub- 
lished by UNIDO.1 Based on this documentation and the discussions 
in the meeting, the present series of monographs is devoted to the 21 main 
issues which comprised the agenda of the Symposium. Each monograph 
includes a chapter on the issues presented, the discussion of the issues, 

1  Report <>j the Internatiunnl Symposium <»t   Industrial Development, Athene 
1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No. 69. II. B. 7). 
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and the recommendations approved by the Symposium. Some of the 
monograph* deal with specific industrial sectors; some with matters of 
general industrial policy; and others with various aspects of inter- 
national economic co-operation. \n effort has be.ui made to make the 

monographs comprehensive and self contained, while the various eco- 
nomic, technological and institutional aspects of the subject matter are 

treated within the context of the conditions generally prevailing in the 
developing countries. 

Since economic, technological and institutional aspects are described 
with particular referei.ee to the need» of the developing countries, it is 

felt that the monographs will make a distinct contribut ion in their 
respective areas. They .ire intended as a source of general information 
and reference for persons and institutions in developing countries con- 

cerned with problems of industrializa! inn. and particularly with prob- 

lems and issues of international co operation in the Held of industrializa- 

tion. With this in view it was considered that an unduly detailed technical 
presentation should be avoided while at the same'time enough sub- 
stantive material should be offered to be of value to the prospective 

reader. For a more elaborate treatment of the subject, the reader is 
referred to the selected list of documents and publications annexed to 
each  monograph. 

The annexes also contain information on the areas in which UNIDO 
can provide technical assistance to the developing countries on request; 
a selected list of major UNIDO projects in the respective fields; and a 
list of meetings recently organized by the United Nations. 

It is hoped that the monographs will be particularly useful to Gov- 
ernments in connexion with the technical assistance activities of UNIDO 

and other United Nations bodies in the field of industrial development. 

This monograph was prepared by the secretariat of UNIDO. 

vi 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tin» fertilizer industry holds a unique position in developing coun- 
tries because it is linked both with agricultural development and 
industrialization. Many developing countries have serious food shortages 

and most of them obtain very low yields from agriculture. Since fertilizers 
Jire the key to increasing agricultural production, their importance to 
do. eloping countries is evident, experience in many developed countries 
as v.ell as lidd trials conducted by the Food and Agriculture Organiza- 

tion (FAO) in developing countries have shown that the application of 
one ion of fertilizer can increase the yield of food grains by five to 
ten tons. 

The economic growth of many developing countries is being retarded 
because food production has failed to keep pace with the growth of 

population. The problem : aggravated by the fact that areas deficient 
in food are the very areas with the highest population growth rates. 
Targets for food production should take into account not only the need 

to meet the present low levels of consumption hut also the nee«I to raise 
nutritional standards; as income levels in developing countries rise, 

the /*,- cpita demand for food also rises. Thus in many developing 
countries the annual food demand is increasing even faster than the 
annual population growth would lead one to expect. 

Many countries with insufficient agricultural production have little 
unused land on which to grow additional food. Developing countries 

that do have unused land often do not have the resources to bring it 

mto production fast enough to keep up with the increasing demand 
for food. 

Thus, food needs over the next decade will have to be met largely 
by increased production from land at present under cultivation. This 

means that agricultural production must increase more rapidly than at 
any time in history. If the world population doubles between now and 
the end of the century the production of food must be doubled long 
before that in order to avert famine; this fact was brought out by the 

FAO Third World Food Survey, which also stresses that the developing 
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regions, particularly the Far East, must increase their food supply at a 
much faster rate than the world as a whole. 

Five   inputs  are  necessary   to   iucreas    agricultural   productivity 
frrtd.zer. ,mpro„,| >ee,| w,,,,.,,,. uater. pcst,e,des and farm n,a< hinery 
Of these, fert.h/er is ,.,•„!„ LU  , |„. m„>t ¡m,MM.tilllt. in r,.(vnt V(,ars ^ 

developing countries haw  (,,,„   u ,dcU   „sing unproved seed   varieties 
which require more fertili,,-,- than the indigenous varieties. 

I» the,„h stages of acculturai development, the transition from 
traditional methods touards „eu technology is frequently slow and 

chftiei.lt to achieve IWU educated farmers with limit«,! resources 
are understandably hesitant t.. change the,,- traditional ways \ decisive 
factor .n overcoming tins inertia ,s to persuade fanners to accept one or 

mor.- methods that can he earned „ut cas.lv and produce visible results 
quickly.  The M>- «,f fertilizer* is suri, a method. 

Aitimi,.!, ilL„.j,,,!,,„,. is lts |)nii(,!(a| (,lstom(T  (h(, f,.rtiJiÄ,,r ¡|M, 

has links uni, manv other industry. The ,„| and natural gas industrien 
supply   hydrocarbon, as  ran   materials  to  the  fertilizer  industry    The 

mming industry supplies phosphate rock, potash nouerais and sulphur 

The ammonia produced by the fertilizer mdustrv has ,„„„v  industrial 
apphcat.ons.   Ammoni,,,,,   „„rat,-   is   used   as  an   industrial   explosive 
partícula,-y ,„ coal min,,,,.  l>ea ,s used m making urea formaldehyde 
plast.es. I l,ospt.„nc ac,d has manv industrial uses. Ammonium phosphate 
is used as a. lueproolmg a,,,,,. A„m,»„i„„, chloride, which is important 

in the  manufacture of dry   batteries,  and  soda ash  are  made  as joint 
products  ,,, a process used  in  several Asian countries.  Thus in many 
deve <>p,„,      Illltr¡w t(Tti|jZ(Ts |)mvule thp mi( i(us fw a hroa( ; 

chemical  mdustrv. 

(kaptrri gives some statical evidence of the great growth in 

world produco,, and consumption of fertilizers. Production ¡„develop- 
ing ccu.ntr.eH ,s mercasmg more rapidly than in the developed ones, but 
estimate, shou that even by ,»7« the developing countries will produce 

onh U per cent of the worlds supply of nitrogen fertilizers, lo per cent 

of p os,,  ates and , per cent of potass,,,m. winch will be inadequate to 

ZII   i 7 °" Ín the deV€',°»,ed nn"«•' • »he other 
hand, ,s greatly ,„ excess of their requirements. There have been great 

;:r:: thp ^ *•»<« '" <«">"•* types of fertilizers. Bef^ 
•>."   ru„gen  fertihzers were  the  least  usci; since   |»6B.  they have 

ZTto f ni.(rt
f
PT,ar- Duri,,B reCent ^ th- h« al- been : 

îorfe t q T,IZm- A tab,e iH «1Ven »h<wi"* arable targets 
for fertdizer use m developing countries in relation to population. 
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Chapter 2 analyses some of the government policies affecting the 
growth of a fertilizer industry. They include the imposition of heavy 

duties on imports of equipment, spare parts and raw materials, anil 
severe limitations on the repatriation of profits by foreign investors. 

Some form of insurance is required against capital losses by investors 
as well as sufficient control over managerial policy to ensure that the 
plant is being efficiently op-rated. The industry needs utilities at lived 

tariffs on which it can reiy. It will be necessary to subsidize fertilizers in 
some way to make their use viable. Credit facilities must be made 

available to fanners, and an active sales promotion of fertilizers, including 
free technical advice, must be carried on. 

Chapín- •) describes the manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers, which 
is now mostly based on the use of anhydrous ammonia. The main source 

for ammonia is natural gas. which is processed in large single-stream 
plants using centrifugal compressors. The price of feedstock and the size 
of plant are the factors determining the price of ammonia, wlii.-h has 
been nearly halved by the use of the new technology. 

(¡reater u-e of natural gas resources in the Middle Käst. North Africa 
and elsewhere and the building of new ammonia plants have introduced 
new trailing patterns. Lanre plants for producing ammonia and solid 

derivatives, principally for export, are being constructed in some of those 
gas-rich areas. This has been made possible by recent improvements in 

methods of bulk transport for refrigerated ammonia and natural gas for 
which the necessary finance and technology were provided under various 
international and bilateral programmes. 

Chapter 4 deals with phosphates, for which phosphate rock is the 
essential raw material.  It is a bulky material because the best grades 

contain only 15 per cent phosphorus. A more economic modern procedure 
is to transport  the intermediate material, elemental phosphorus, after 
the rock has been processed in  large-scale plants near the mine. Two 

commercial processes for the manufacture of phosphoric acid are com- 
monly used: the wet process, using sulphuric acid, and the thermal pro- 
cess, using an electric furnace. There is also a new process using hydro- 

chloric acid. The critical factor in the wet process is the cost of sulphur- 

world production of sulphur was inadequate in l!>o7, but according to 
recent estimates there will be sufficient supplies by   1!M)9/1!>70. Some 

tables are included showing the comparative costs of the two processes. 

1 he modern trend is towards higher-analysis products, which are often 

used m mixed fertilizers. A description is given of the four processes of 
manufacturing nitrophosphates. 
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Chapter 5 describes potash fertilizers. There are considerable potash 
reserves, mostly in developed countries. Potash fertilizers are now the 
least used of the three types. Potassium chloride accounts for !>t p,.r Pcllt 

of the supply and is mostly ..sed in bulk blending It ta'ces from three to 
six years to |„,.!<| a potash complex, which presents serious en-nneermg 
problems. Its operation ,V(|Ilirvs (,)nsiderablc equipment and a skilled 

labour force. D.Hiclt.es of this sor, have delaved the exploitation of 
mines in   Kt Inopia. 

Cha¡,hr Remunerates the technical issues to be faced «hen a fertilizer 
industry   is   to   he  established.   Few   countries   have   the   nuce  of  ,,iw 
mat7als  ,,M Vl1   '"   I""«1"'-«'  «Il   three  types  of fertilizer.   Il   is   now 
poss.hle. howexer. to „„port lii*rhl.v concentrated intermediates such as 
ammonia and phosphorus, winch should be „sed i„ preference to low- 

grade lo,al materials, Dexeloped eountnes ,1;m. „onrishin» fertilizer 
industries based on ¡,„^.,-„,1 material,. The mdustn must be planned 

as an integrated uhole ,o provale the „...It ¡„„trie,,,., thai smt local 
agricultural conditi OIIS. It ma\   be found economic to bini,I lar^e plants 
but the foremost need is ,o make .„il I1M. of ex.s,,,,, capactv bv emplov- 

mg skilled .1, ,-,„ ,. The possibility of se.,,,,, „p fertilizer industrii. 
on a regional basis should be explored. 

r^^.rdeals^ththefinanc.ngoffertHizerpn.jects. h  e- usuallv 
poss.ble to t,,,d capital for well co,1(,,ved projets, although <nt, here 

there are of te,,  ,no„s d,f,ic„lt,es. There is ht.le local  private capital 
available u, develop,,,,, «„„„tries: the  man, sources of piavate cap.tal 

are  fore.gn   compames  and   pr.vate   developn.ent   corporations.   Public 

finanemg may come fron, the nat.onal (iovernment, winch can provide 
fundH for   he s.te and constructs of the plant   or fron, fore.gn (lovern- 

tnc   ts. which  can guarantee supplier*' credits or grant   loans,   usually 
in non-convert.ble currency. Assistane,, can also be obtained from inter- 

national organizations l.ke the  International   Hank for  Reconstruction 
d   Development   (IHK,));   „*,<!)  has  recently   become  interested  in 

furthering lert.hzer pro,„s. if other „urces fail, there is the poss.biiity 
f assista,,,, „on, the Hutcd States Agency for International Develop 

net   (AID)   or   other  agencies   fron,   eountr.es   with   market-oriented 
tcononne. as well as „„„.tries  „ill, centrally planned economies. 

ì>o«bl^TVl,S('Tr ""' ÌSSU,'S ,W8entwi at th<> '"ternational Sym- 
posium on Industrial Development, the discussion of the issues   a.uUhe 
recommendations  aimroved    /'£„,./„, a ,i    I       V, 
tn fh,   f   ....        . '''I"0^"1-  < haphrV deals with  assistance available 

ll^l«."""",r-v " VmM »•*»» a"d "• ""— 



Chapter 1 

TRENDS IN 
THE WORLD FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

GENERAL REVIEW OF CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION TRENDS 

Since 190». the growth of world production and consumption of chemical 
fertilizers has heen spectacular. World consumption increased from about 
2 million tons in Unir» to 4K million tons in l!*W» I!)(i7 Kxeept for the 

war periods. I!»U I'd* and in«, l!.4f,. production and consumption 
have doubled or tripled in each decade, as shown in table I. 

A number of factors point to a continuing increase in the world use 
of fertilizers. In the next fifteen vers there will be l.f, billion more 

people in the world to feed. At the same time, living standards are rising 

m developed and developing countries alike, portending improved diets 
I'nder these circumstances it is evident that all (¡overnments give a 

Ingher priority to agriculture, requiring more intensive agriculture and 
greater ...se oí fertilizer. Farmers will draw increasing profit from their 

investment in fertilizer, the cost of which will decline in relation to that 

TABLK 1: TRKNDS IN WOKLI» IKI;TII.IZKI; CONSUMPTION 

(million tons) 

XUrixjtti (X) I'hiixphfttrx ( l'lOi) 1'otaxh (Kfi) Total 

1905/1906 
1913,1914 

0.366 
0.702 

1.047 
2.137 

0.515 
1.022 

1.928 
3.861 

191» 1920 
193* 193!) 

Decline 
0.757 
2.670 

during Firnt World 

1.729 
3.637 

War 

1.070 
2.904 

3.556 
9.211 

1946/1947 
1960/1961 
1965/1966 
1966/1967 

Decline < 

2.568 
10.200 
17.390 
19.820 

luring Second Woild 

4.368 
9.845 

14.525 
15.500 

War 

2.677 
8.465 

12.120 
12.940 

9.613 
28.510 
44.035 
48.260 
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^rír?'' bnd aml lalX,Ur- At the sam<> tim" " »""I be generally 
reaped hat man m„8t st„p taking m0,e nutrient, out of the 12 >tll 
he . p„t„ng hack h,t„ it if it i. „,)t to ,_,„, «„nnletel7^n 

Chaiiifcs in consumption pattern 

The throe main  nutrients in chemical fertili.,.», ii.» iiiuiiiui ieitilizers are nitr<><rr>n /\r\ 

i        ,  ' "mi<->* "i  l.»M)/l!M>/ it was already forinne far nl.,.,,,1 „f 

Until  t ,        i     <    ,     ' ,W    •' Pr<Kl,,<',S fr!,n' <>th- ""»»«tri«, 

ve,,. ^::2,^;zt:z
,m,wM ami °f ,o« "»«»' «»¿»'- 

Chunjres in prinliK-lioti 

The world pKt„,.p |llls c.|iail„,,(i ratlj,iiv ¡„ ,.     .    .   „ 
even more rapi.l ,1, ,,„„.s ,r,,.v„   ,  , TL •   ,n the last flve .veare. and 

material» „„! .","„,,"' "* T' "'••"'"• L"•>al^ 

and   „rea „,„,.  „, Z,"   Zj ,7 IT""1 "' *""""""""  "itrate 

concentrated „ripl , „¡¡iLIn7       ",'"   "'"* r""'aTOd '"""* »>>' 
anal,,i.s ,.,„„ x fé nli   ,-T , "''   '° ? *r•,,T "to" •* »W<- 

for nitrogen fertile,.».  „.,,ile wet ,  ,,," """-' '""'dl"K h'mk 

the .„aj„rs ,,. „f „|,„sll    „ ,,'       ,''hm',h"n<- »cW ¡» becoming 

in the   .-ce»sn,/ f' ,      'T       '"• '"'"" °ha"«" l"1" "*• l"«* 
principi, t>,,,:¡>:2   ,;:;',ii::^1'"1 ""T"- ."«• -•-d «- 

i       . utulo,e(' countries.   Even in   lQ7~wi(»7«   U 
production in the devel.mhm ,,     • • 7, 1-'7'>/l!>76, however, 
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fth'>"»<'»<l tons of nutrients) 

Developed Developing Woridß 

total 

Projection for 1970/ 1971 •—  

Production  „_ 
Consumption  ^'^ 5.*00 09,100 

 >fJ'000 9,500 65 r,nn 

„    .     .   7,30° (3,700) ^6^T 
Projection for 197r>¡ 197<> 

Product ioti 
Consumption ..'...'.'  J?'??? 10,700 HB>20o 

  79'000 16,150 Q5,rin 

-    9'50° ('».*50) 4,050 

" KXOl"d",K' (""'» ""«¡niand,, North Kor,a and North Viot-N-m. " 

TABLK3:   ESTIMATED WORLD FERTILIZER CAP« ITV 
rOMI'ARED WITH PRODUCTION,   1970/1»71 

  (thousand tons) 

Fertilizer „    , " —— 
Production ,, 

                                                                                                                       Capacity» 

p<°» ¡o'Z Í3'000 

18.U00 26000 

TOTAL 69 100  
  __Z^1 97,000 

a Excluding China (mainland). ' " ~~  

States Tennessee Valley AuthnHtv /TVA\ •    •*. 
Fertilizer Production CaSrT Ì l^ " '*" rep°rt EMima^ World 
for 11,70 as Z^ in ^ *?* * '^ ^ *» cities 
  n m table 3- The «timates of capacity reported by TVA 

'  For full reference see annex 3 under "Other sources». 

2 
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represent only a statement of intentions for 1970 by Governments and 
industrial firms, so that these capacities may or may not actually come 
into existence. 

TABLE 4:    1975 TAROKTS KOK FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION I\ 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES COMPARE!, WITH ACTUAL 1966/1907 CONSUMPTION 

Probable 
population, 

1975 
(millions) 

India  609 
Pakistan  J3g 
Indonesia  134 
Brazil  ] j 3 
Nigeria       gj 
Mexico          5g 
Philippines        46 
Turkey        42 

Thailand        42 
United Arab Republic .       40 
South Korea        3ß 
Burma     3] 
Irtt"  30 
Argent ina  27 
Ethiopia  26 
Colombia   24 
South Africa  24 
Republic of Viet-Nam . 22 
Afghanistan  20 
Congo (Dem. Rep. of)  . 19 
Morocco  19 
Algeria  j 7 
Sudan  27 
Ceylon     j6 
Peru  16 
Malaysia  ¡5 
China (Taiwan)  15 
Venezuela  13 
United Republic of 

Tanzania   13 

Fertilize) " consumption 
'tons) 

Suggested minimum 
targets ) or 197,r> In 

N 

196611967 

N» 
P,0, 

6,090,000 3,045,000 830,200 274,600 
1,380,000 690,000 170,000 30,500 
1,340,000 670,000 110,000 5,500 
1,130,000 565,00*' 71,200 91.000 
810,000 405,000 4,600 1.800 
580,000 290,01 »0 320,000 97,100 
460,000 230,000 05,000 41.200 
420,000 210,000 95,900 90,700 
420,000 210,000 36,000 17,800 
400,000 200,000 250,000 55,000 
360,000 180,000 239,700 124,800 
310,000 155,000 6,000 1,000 
300,000 150,000 30,000 15,000 
270,000 135,000 30,000 12,000 
260,000 '30,000 n.a.c u.a. 
240,000 120,000 45,000 51,800 
240,000 120,000 108,000 215,000 
220,000 110,000 45,200 24,700 
200,000 100,000 n.a. n.a. 
190,000 95,000 1,300 400 
190,000 95,000 25,300 19,900 
170,000 85,000 20,300 15,900 
170,000 85,000 40,000 700 
160,000 80,000 45,000 1,000 
160,000 80,000 80,000 16,000 
150,000 75,000 43,500 6,500 
150,000 75,000 155,300 36,800 
130,000 65,000 31,000 10,000 

130,000 65,000 

* Calculated on basis of 10 kg per capita. 
b Calculated on basis of 5 kg per capita. 
c Not available. 

5,000 1,300 
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FERTILIZER TAROETS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

It is important that developing countries set defunte and ir.creasini, 

Ä        fert"rr.0:,a"m",lan' «* "  • *•onstr,b.e thaXhêr 

»s " d'':,tT:;t,ihî,,rr'''ction-A given "-^ °f ««£ wui y eia, within hunts, a certain amount of additional food or other 
agricul „ral product more or I«, independently of the area on „We" 

mrnta fertilizer consumption is therefore a very significant fa.,7 TC 

o»r cap,,, fertilizer consumption ¡„ Africa, Î JAULET 

low rate of agricultural and economic development in the* areas 

to luan'ñowforTf TSte" tW a" <leVelopi"g CountriM 8h•W »eg» 
0 Iti,      M ^.f0"01•» >*' '«*><> fertilizer consumption by 19?5- 

10 kilogram» N, 5 kilogram, P,0„ and 2.5 kilogram, K,0 These are of 
cour«, very rough minimum target», which ZM have to h^ä£ 

»on analysis etc, I ahle 4 shows the suggested targets for all the develoo 
mg countries with a population of over 13 million in 1«6  „SSta 
China (mainland), North Korea and North Viet-Nam. Moludm« 



Chapter 2 

FACTORS THAT INHIBIT THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF A FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

An analysis of fertilizer use in developing countries indicates that 
75 per cent of these countries fall into the category of very low con- 
sumers (0 to f» kg prr capita); 10 per cent into the category of low con- 
sumers (6 to I» kg j» realtà), 10 per cent into the category of moderate 
consumers ( 11 to 25 kg per rapita) ; «nd on!y 2 per cent into the category of 
high consumers (2« to f.nkg per rapita). Seventy per cent of the developed 
countries fall into the cat egerie« of moderate or high consumers. 

The conclusion may clearly be drawn that most of the developing 
countries have not yet begun to use fertilizer in amounts approaching 
either the level of the developed countries or the level that they should 
reach merely to produce the food and other agricultural products needed 
for both domestic consumption and export. 

8ir.ee sufficient quantities and types of fertilizer are available on 
the world market, any developing country with sufficient foreign exchange 
can unport fertilizers for its needs. In some instances fertilizers may be 
delivered to a developing country at a lower price than the price would 
be if the same fertilizer were produced within the country. However 
even when this is the case, many of the developing countries decide to 
establish their own fertilizer industry to conserve foreign exchange 
or to be independent of foreign supplies. 

There are many prerequisites for the successful establishment of a 
fertilizer mdustry in a developing country. The industry is capital- 
intensive: it requires a considerable amount of local capital for domestic 
expenditure as well as foreign exchange to import machinery and equip- 
ment. Know-how" must be acquired. There must be a readily available 
•onice of adequate and inexpensive raw materials, sufficient utilities 
and adequate storage and distribution facilities. Personnel must be 
•variable to be trained as operatives and maintenance workers and for 
marketing and managerial positions. Finally, there must be an assured 
local market or assured markets for exports. 

10 
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In   developing   „„.„tri•   the   ,ack   of ffl)itable  inf 

frequently at the root of delays ¡„ implementing large-scale indugia 
projects   Kor cxam,,lc,  the Government whose polify „„e„u"a "s" n 
.„crea* „, crop yields through the „so of fertilizer m.,y „,ld at hîrUt 
time that crops ,,,,,„. ,, ,„„„,, faHt <.„„„g|l f() „,„ m> ^ ha• 

inadequate roads or freight handling faciliti•. It na8 b m)W ^ 
axiomatic that „ is not mtlMmt u, ilnp„rt mftchinerv ^u| ^ 

«late processes ,f the necessary supporting infrastructure' is lacking 

If a country imports fertili,.,, in the initial phases of it, development 
•n order to limld up an agricultural  market, „hile it uses its caTa 
resource, to create an infrastructure until such time a, the market and 

e infrastructure can support a fertilizer plant of economie size. I fer 
tihzer project has a good chance of success. Investors can under certa! 
«ndn,on« help in the development of essential transport   „„ dtoribù 
fon faci,,,,,. In most instances, however, it may be uïthe best int est 
of the country as a whole for the Government itself to undertake this work 

home developing countries with a large domestic consumption and 
others w,th abundant and cheap natural resource, have planned "ha• 
«•crease, ,„ fertilizer production. Their target, for 1970, W5Id lZ 
w,l be difficult to attain un.es, the factors that impede the deveTopment 
of the industry are identified and national and international acton ta 
taken to remove them in time. 

FISCAL POLICY 

Importa and import duties 

Many developing count•, have hampered the establtahraent of an 

value „f >      *" Cent) °n the C08t' iMurance and *«W* W) 
rÜcTT "TUT1 for the indU8try'eve"When "» eWme» « financed by a loan. In effect, thi, means that the developing countrv is 

rr; reírof the -*»-—- .«¿Eä 
or ottr e,,•r'°Pin!1

C0,,ntrie8 *° impOSe "»I«» duti<* « »P»- Pari«. 

¡£S? •- SäS 
the public sector, the cost of production goes „p; when it hap^Ttht 
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private sector not only does the cost of production go up but the induce- 
ment for future investment is correspondingly reduced. 

In fact, in some countries a paradoxical situation exists in which 
imported fertilizers and food grains are free of import duty, while the 
equipment and machinery imported to produce fertilizers and increase 
food grain production are subject to import duties. 

Taies and excise duties 

Many developing countries are now adopting the policy of exempting 
certain important categories of plant and equipment in addition to 
materials and finished products from both customs and excise duties and 
sales and other taxes. Tn the past such levies created an atmosphere of 
uncertainty which was unfavourable to investment. For example, in a 
developing country with a large number of well established fertilizer 
plants a contract had been drawn up for naphtha to be delivered at a 
certain price from an oil refinery, and more than ten miles of pipeline 
had been laid to transport it. The production cost of fertilizers had been 
worked out on the basis of the delivered cost of the raw material. When 
the plant started production, the local state government imposed a 
10 per cent sales tax on naphtha. Although this sales tax could be 
absorbed without difficulty, plans for expanding production based on 
the use of naphtha were subsequently dropped. 

Finally, in many developing countries the tariffs for the industrial 
use of power, water and other utilities are unreasonably high. Concessions 
granted for the industrial use of utilities represent an added attraction 
for investors in developing countries. In one case, the price of electricity 
for a new fertilizer plant became; subject to a surcharge, although the rate 
had been negotiated at the planning stage. Uncertainties about taxation 
and prices are bound to limit the expansion of the fertilizer industry, 
and will in the long run produce an unfavourable atmosphere for indus- 
trialization in general. 

INCENTIVES FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS 

Experience indicates that lack of capital—foreign capital in parti- 
cular, but also domestic capital—is the basic factor limiting the establish- 
ment and expansion of the fertilizer industry in developing countries. 
This problem is further discussed in chapter 7. 
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Developed countries cannot be expected to put their resources into 
projects ,n reg.ons lacking a favourable investment Cimate. Return* on 
investment should whenever possible be at least equal to that available 
.n the developed countries It is also of primary importance that the 
producer be allowed to exercise a high degree of control for some 
time over the marketing of the products. While the risk factor is 
present ,„ any mvestment, every attempt should be made to keep it to 
a minimum. p 

The developed countries have demonstrated that they are willing 
to undertake askance programmes. The developing countries should do 
everything possible to encourage them to do so. Many «„veramente 
understand that their policies must be clearly geared to as^ng^I^ 
if fertilizer projects are to be quickly carried out either in the public or 
private sector or when the Government is executing a project in collabo 
ration with private firms. A difficulty with joint sponsorship is t     te 

ofTnumT6:: 7TTta>es to°long t0 i88Ue nece88a^ « - h**» of intent, or to decide on its share of participation or its managerial or 
marketing responsibilities. * 

When foreign investors from countries with a market economy are 
involved, a realistic attitude must be taken towards the repatriation of 
pronte to repay the mvestment; when a favourable climate for invest- 
ment exists however, outside investors are as a rule willing to use much 
of their prow, to expand their plants. It is therefore in the interest of 
developing countries to make their policies relating to foreign private 
investment as attractive as possible. g    P 

recru^d1.8"? '¡7 • ^'^ ^ exPeri•<^ Perinei can be 
recruited, local and foreign investors will expect firm assurance that they 
will have some control over the staffing of a new plant in order to ensure 
successful operation. In this connexion, it may be noted that mai" 
developing countries have issued regulations that interfere unduly with 
management and thus with the scope of operations. Private investors 
in developed countries are usually unwilling to participate in loans to 
developing countries that have a reputation for interference. 

with Ino«bÌ1f r1 and muItiJateral a88i8tance Projects, particularly those 
with capi al participation, the investment is guaranteed by the 
repent Government. Of course, the greatest assurance is the pol cy 

sCndmt  y H   HGTnment and Ìt8 Pa8t P*rf•e. Mutual ZZ 
utceZl        adjU8tment8 are nece8sary t0 •>ke capital participation 
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CREDIT, PRICTNO AND SALES 

In many developing countries, one of the major factors retarding 
the growth of fertilizer consumption is that credit facilities for the 
farmers are inadequate and that it takes too long to obtain credit. This 
is not so much because the authorities concerned fail to appreciate the 
problem but rallier because the problem ¡s complex and funds are scarce. 

The résonnes of the fertilizer producers and traders themselves are 
inadequate. For financial an«) administrative reasons, the commercial, 
private and state hanks barely touch the problem. 

As a mie fiie fertilizer industry is willing to co-operate by extending 
credit to farmer, but at the same time it looks to the (¡overnment to 

put into operation a realistic policy u hereby credit is made available at 

a reasonable rate of interest and m a manner that suits the agricultural 
cycle. 

As with any commodity, there must be an incentive to sell fertilizers. 
Restrictions on profits may reduce the incentive of the dealer to try to 
•ell more. 

If the farmer must travel a long distance to obtain his fertilizer, he 
may decide it is not worth the effort, Depots and warehouses must be 
established so that the farmer is never more than a few hours' travelling 
distance from the nearest supply point. 

In many developing countries, mainly as a result of government 
effort, progress bas been made through co-operatives and other institu- 
tions. Credit facilities in some countries are also extended to the farmers 
through certain government departments. 

Sales promotioi! and pricing 

Kxperienee in countries using large amounts of fertilizer has shown 
that the services offend by the sellers of fertilizer are often as important 
as the price of fertilizer iti increasing sales. 

An integrated sales promotion programme that includes distribution 
sales, servicing and consumer education must be evolved. Besides guaran- 
teeing fair prices, credit facilities must be extended in eertain cases to 

dealers who can in turn pass on the credit to the farmers. Free technical 

service, which includes soil analysis, prescribing doses of fertilizers to be 

applied and advice on farm management problems relating to seed, 
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pesticides, drainage,  irrigation   etc,  .should   also   be provided to the 
farmer. 

Fertilizers must he treated as a capital input in the apicultura! 
economy. The pnces paid for fertilizer and those obtained for farm 

produce must have a relationship to each other winch allows th, farmer 

to make an increasing profit as he uses innvasmg amounts of fertilizer 

up to the pomt of diminishing returns. In some developing eountnVs' 
«an eau only be ensured when the Government sets the prices both for" 

fertilizer and for farm produce. 

In some developing countries that have subsidized fertilizer prices 
the use of fertilizer has r.sen as a conscience. In other countries the! 
same effect has been achieved by giving the farmer a bonus for crop 

production beyond a stated tonnage. This level could be reached only 

hy using more fertilizer. Even in developed countries like the Tinted 

Stat^ .here there is no subsidy for fertilizer, the Government maintains 

a hxed mnnmum pnce for agricultural products, which guarantees the 

OnTeoth'^r TCe for hiS Pr0dUCe r0gar(üeS8 of the market price. 
On the other hand, countries like Australia and the United Kingdom 

ment      T T^T *" ""^ CWS °f **«*« ** •* ff•T 
ment specifications. Apparently, price support at some stage is necessary 
if farmers are to be stimulated to increase their productivity ^ 



Chapter t 

NITROGEN FERTILIZERS 

GENERAL REVIEW OV CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION 

Before 1054, nitrogen was the least used of the three plant nutrients, 
but since then its use lias increased very rapidly. The production of nitro- 

gen is not only the fastest growing but also the most rapidly changing 
sector of the fertilizer industry. 

Unlike the phosphate and potash fertilizer industries, where there are 

relatively few products produced, the nitrogen industry is characterized 
by a wide range of products varying in their content of nitrogen from 
II per cent in the case of nionoainnioniuin phosphate to Hi per cent for 

the increasingly  used   modern  synthetic,  anhydrous  ammonia.   Before 
the Second World War. most nitrogen fertilizers were natural products. 
such as Chilean nitrate  (sodium  nitrate with a   16 per cent nitrogen 
content) and coke oven ammonia. Since then the sw itch to the production 

of synthetic ammonia lias been so marked Í hat by I 964 synthetic ammonia 
accounted for nearly 94 per cent of the world ammonia market. Among 
the nitrogen fertilizers most widely used at present are ammonium nitrate 

(3.r> per cent  nitrogen content), anhydrous ammonia, and urea (46 per 

cent nitrogen content).  It  will he noted that these are all high-analysis 
nutrients. 

World production of nitrogen totalled 6.37 million tons in 1955. 
By 1965. this had almost tripled to 16.63 million tons an annual 
compound growth rate of over 1(1 per cent. 

In 1955. Western Kuropc and North America were the only major 
areas producing nitrogen fertilizers. Since that time, Kastern Europe 
has increased production until it now accounts for 20 per cent of world 

production. These three developed areas contributed 84 per cent of the 
world production of nitrogen in 1965. 

World production of nitrogen fertilizers is expected to reach 30.4 
million tons by 1970/1971, and 46.6 million tons by 1975/1976. Of these 

world totals, the developing countries are expected to account for 3.4 

and Ö.6 million tons, respectively (compared with some 1.5 million tons 

16 
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in 1965). I reduction » thus exacted to grow at a faster rate in the 
deve «ping than ¡n the developed countries, but the output of the 
developing countries would still represent less than 15 per cent of world 
production in 1975/1976. 

FKEDSTOCKS FOR NITROGEN- FERTILIZERS 

Ammonia is produced by combining under high pressure and 
temperature 3 volumes of hydrogen with I volume of nitrogen, by the 
use of a catalyst. Nitro*• is obtained from the air. The early technology 
of ammonia production employed only refinery or coke-oven gas To 
supply hydrogen With present day technology, however, almost any 
economical supply „f hydrogen, as from electrolysis of water or from 
sohd. h(|,ud or gaseous hydrocarbons, can be used for ammonia pro- 
duction. ' 

Natural gas has become an important source of hydrogen for 
¡«nm.mia production, and many area«, both developed and developing 
have large supplies of this feedstock. In some cases, but not all. naturai 
gas ,s associated with crude oil production. Coal onee was an important 
source of hydrogen in developed countries, but it has been largely super- 
seded by natural gas where adequate supplies exist. 

Countries with oil refineries can use by product tail gas or naphtha 
for ammonia production. Those with no suitable local feedstock can 
•mport „aphtha or liquefied natural gas. Thus in the future raw material« 
for mtrogen fertilizer production should not limit the location of plants 
<>i their anticipated production levels. 

Since most nitrogen  fertilizers are based on anhydrous ammonia 
-.ade from natural gas or liquid hydrocarbons, raw material availability, 
« the basis of current ammonia technology, must be examined in terms 

of those feedstocks, since it  may be assumed that ample atmospheric 
nitrogen will always be available. ' 

Based  on  the  total   world  agricultural  and  industrial needs  for 
ammo,,,», the annual nitrogen requirements will be about 125 million 

<»>« ".y 1985. On the assumption that half of this amount is made from 
natura gas and half from liquid hydrocarbons, this total corresponds to 
a    ut    ,,er cent of the p^ent known natural gas reserves and a negligible 

in10';       TmHl WOr,d Petr0lCUm re8erVe8- Th- n° • "-Lai 
rtage for nitrogen fertilizers is foreseen, even without taking into 

—deration the enormous reserves of coal, lignite and oil shale 
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Effect of type and price of feedstock on the cost of ammonia 

The dioico of raw materials for nitrogen production depends upon 
price and availability. In many developing countries, raw materials like 

naphtha and fuel oil arc available at reasonable prices from relineries 
because they arc not in great demand owing to the scarcity of motor 

vehicles and the low level of industrialization. In developed countries. 
the situation is just the reverse. Naphtha is much in demand because it 
is a valuable raw material for petrochemical production. 

The type of feedstock affects both the plant cost and the production 
cost of ammonia (because solids or heavy fuels require more complex 
gasification and purification equipment). The effect on production cost 
is shown in table ">. The composite data are for plants employing electric- 
driven prime movers with capacities of 36» tons per day and for a power 
cost of 7 mills ($0.007) per kWh. 

These figures are intended to show comparative costs only. Actual 
costs depend on investment costs, plant location, accounting procedures, 
taxes and various other local factors. 

TABLE 5:   EFFECT OF FEEDSTOCK TYPE AND PRICE ON 
THE COST OF AMMONIA 

Type of feedstock 
Production price of ¡tedofori: per milium Btu, 

higher heat nilue 

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 

Reformer hydrogen  22.0 
Natural gas   25.8 
Naphtha  28.6 
Heavy oil  33 o 
Coal  38.5 

Ammniiia cost per ton ($) 
24.2 2(5.7 2». 7 32.5 
2!). 7 34.1 38.T, 42.3 
33.0 37.5 41.7 43.2 
37.4 41.7 47.3 51.7 
44.0 49.5 55.0 60.0 

TREND TOWARDS LARGE-SCALE AMMONIA PRODUCTION UNITS 

As regards nitrogen fertilizers, the most important advances have 
been made in the production of ammonia, though there have also been 

important process improvements in the production of nitric acid and 
urea. The "new technology" for the production of ammonia is one of the 

most striking technological changes in recent years. Jt is the culmination 

of a series of developments from the hydrocarbon feedstock to ammonia 
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.synthesis. The essence of the now technology i8 the concept of large 
capacty, smgle-stream plants equipped with centrifugal compressors 

During the period lü.lT-WO, 35 new large annnonia plants will 
he bn.lt m the tmted Stales, 22 in Western Europe. , m Southeast Asia 
and I, ,„ I at,,, America. Large" plants are defined as single-stream 
plants producing (>()«) short torn' a day or more of ammonia. 

The trend towards construction of such large „nits is largelv confined 
« organi7.at.ons and companies in the industrialized part of the world 
hat have had experience either with smaller ammonia plants or with 

large petrochemical plants and have abundant capital resources at their 
disposa .  J h, necessary infrastructure and s,rviees also exist in indus- 
trialized countries. 

For the operation of such large smgle-stream plants, both the 
operating and the maintenance departments must have at least a hard 
core of a ble and well trained men. A well manned repair shop is essential 
for maintenance work and repairs during scheduled shutdowns, as well 
as very detailed sets of instructions and checks for the operation and the 
contro of the plant. Expérience in the operation and maintenance of 
the critical and most susceptible parts of the equipment is vital. 

Several years of experience in constructing and operating a small 
Plant w.ll make it easier to construct, operato and maintain a single- 
stream ammonia plant producing 600 to 1,500 tons per dav. But special- 
ized knowledge of water-purification systems, reforming furnaces heat 
exchangers and centrifugal compressors will also be necessary. Because 
«t tlio know-how required, the construction and operati« , ofìarge-scale 
ammonia plants in developing countries will present problems that 
should be taken into account during the planning stage. 

Eifert of plant size on ammonia cost 

The capital cost of large plants that produce between 600 and 1 500 
tons daily using centrifugal compressors is nearly 50 per cent less than 
it Mould be for plants of the same size using the old technology. Capital 
ost reduetton of this magnitude is very rare in industry, and alf producers 

oí ammonia have begun to consider building the new large plants. 

The relative ammonia production costs using reciprocating com- 
pressors   or   steam-turbine-driven   compressors   under   United   States 

• One short ton equals 2,000 II). 
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condition» based on natural gas at  »0.20 per million Btu would be 
approximately as given in table 6. 

Many large ammonia plants employing centrifugal compressor, are 

m operato,, now, „„I most „f them are design,,, ¿ m „fVZZ Z 
as   he feedstock.  When the new plants a,,, in fll|, , ra„„ '„"  ^ 
mod.nea ,„„„ have been eo.npleted, the actual capita   and „p" »ting 

:2l'lV   f      
y;mT 8"meWhat fr°'" '"• «**"»" <«*. i "ta UMe 0 Iherefore. d.rect compari•, between table, 5 and 6 caLot I 

made. I he comparat.vc data in each table will, however, provide ,„eft 
«„„lehne,, v,hen ammonia project, are under constructs. 

(Capital and financing charges are generally „„ the increase   The 
nstallauo,, cost, vary appreciably fron, country to country soThat to 

e te ^vestment cost, for anv given plant may be „„»leading   Ksimates 
slioirtd be „btamed from experienced contractors. •"•ta> 

Costs of production can be considerably reduced bv increasi,« niant 
« and finding low-cost feedstocks. Kor example. 'ZÄ 
aetunng ammonmm nitrate can be cut by a third if plant capacity 1 

mcreased from 200 to 1,000 tons per day. Similarly, assuming thaTthé 
costs remam constant, the cost of manufacturing will be doubled if the 
pnce of ammonta increase, from ,20 to «SO per ton. Plant sie» have 
•„creased several fold in recent years, and the installation of    "ant! 
- Places such as Alaska. Algeria, the Caribbean, Iran and Sand, A ab a 
•s evidence of the locational pull towards economically priced fe,*toeks 
and ammoma. It is also dear that the reduction in theLsts of, Id e"o„ 
becomes progressively smaller as plants get  larger;  hence   ZTZ 
economtc lunits beyond which the slight additional cost savL, ZyZ 
outweighed by risks and other factors. g       y 

Shipment of ammonia 

|     experience m shmprng anhydrous ammonia in refrigerated bar«», and 

or aÍ ta^T;.    T° T' 8U°h 8hÌPmentS U• "^ °b8olete P1*"* or are tatang the place of projected instaUations in the recipient countries 
The specal-purpose tankers can also carry other cargoes such as Uaut 
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The availability of such transport creates new opportunities for 
many developing countries. For example, those with natural gas and 
other low-cost feedstock sources within access of the coast may be in a 
position to produce and sell liquid ammonia. At the same time, developing 

countries with no low cost feedstock sources and/or with insufficient 
markets to support a large, economically sized ammonia plant can 

purchase low cost ammonia transported by refrigerated tankers. This 
arrangement also helps to build up regional and interregional trade 
between developing areas. 

Although each case must be evaluated separately, an example is 
quoted where ammonia produced from a large unit at $2i per ton could 
be shipped f>.000 miles for about $lt> per ton (based on $10 freight costs 
and $H terminal charges), bringing the total cost to $37 per ton. Compar- 

able production costs from a smaller naphtha-based, plant would be 
about $4<> ]»( r ton. which makes the imported ammonia distinctly 
cheaper. In addition, the capital saved by not building the smaller 

ammonia plant could be used to benefit the developing countries in 

other ways. An end-product plant employing indigenous expertise may 
be built using imported ammonia and phosphoric acid, and later primary 
»mmonia and phosphoric acid facilities may be added. 



Chapter 4 

I       PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 

PRODUCTION OF BAW MATERIALS 

Phosphate rock 

"5:¿^rt x•for t —- - 

a,,,, ;,„„,lillium. ^,;•r ;;:,=T;;:r:^t? r? 

w..rl<l „f „,„rc hi„,lK.   „ '. "f/     gr"""'g USe th•«"°<>t the 
„„„I,, , ,. " '     "gl1 '   c""«-"t•t«d fertilizer», mea,« that the htaher 

" 'n^TCÏj req,"rd-, '• " POS8ible t0 "b-fl"iate" the crude 

noar future. g        th'8 raW material in «* »orld in the 

«* OA'^t-r• r0?116'000 million tons- •»»* *> 
(«.«oo miiho/: 8) it ürTjtLr-n• th(

is totai'ovcr haif 
; Ainca,   13,500 million tons are in North 
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America and 7.500 million tons in Eastern  Europe.  Deposits iti other 
areas are small. 

There is extensive world trade in phosphate rock, since many conn 
tries have no known usable deposits. Nearly half of the phosphate rock 
produced enters into world trade, with Europe (excluding the TKSK) being 
the largest market.  European imports totalled about   Hi million tons in 
1965. Australia, india and Japan arc t he largest imporle: ; outside Europe. 

Although the industrial uses of phosphorus are increasing and its 
importance in agricultural crop produci ion and human nutrition is well 

known, there is a tendency in many developing countries to reduce the 

use of phosphorus (l*2()ñ) relative to nitrogen. This may be harmless in 
soils rich in phosphorus, but in others the continued use of nitrogen 

without IV><)5 will soon exhaust the supply of phosphorus in the soil 
and disastrous ero]) failures may ensue. The world consumption of 

nitrogen (X). phosphorus (1»2()5) and potassium (K20) in 1060 was in the 
ratio of 1 to 0.S to 0.7. 

Production capacity 

The estimated capacity of the world phosphate industry is expected 
to increase to 33.5 million tons in 1971. This figure includes an assumed 

USSR capacity of 3.6 million tons of P205 and an arbitrary allowance for 
China (mainland). It does not include phosphate rock used directly on 

the soil after being finely ground but without being chemically processed. 

In 1905. 5.S million tons of ground phosphate rock were used, which 
is the equivalent of about l.S million tons of P2()6. FAD figures for P205 

consumption showed an average annual increase of 6.6 per cent over the 
period 1904---1967. with consumption reaching 15.5 million tons by 

1967. It is estimated that consumption will rise in the developed coun- 
tries to 17.5 million tons in 1971 and to 23 million in 1976. Corresponding 

figures for the developing countries will be 2.H tons in 1971 and 4.6 million 
tons in  1976. 

Actual world production in 1965 and 1967 and estimated capacity 
in 1971 are shown in table 7. 

The growth rate of the world phosphate fertilizer industry in recent 
years has been about 12 per cent per year. As with the nitrogen fertilizers, 
the estimates show that the developed countries will have a greater 

production capacity than they need to cover their consumption. The 
developing countries, however, will have a deficit even though their 
production capacity is rising steadily. 
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TAIILE 7:    PHOSPHAT« PRODUCTION IN 1966 AND IQfl7 

AND KSTIMATKD CAPACITY IN  J971 
(million ton« <,f p o  i 

""ji"n i ,    ,        j EtUmated capacito fnr 
Actual jm.iHctim, Urtili*.,      "r]*y for 

/erttlner and industrial 
    — -    .     . tuer 

Africa  lm° m? 1971 
Asiijb    . .   03ü <t.ôô , 7j 

'-rope          ,02 Ï-29 3;HI 

KrtHtornc    ... 

Utiii Am<>ricH  *,* 4t) 7.72 
North Amorini        "   |) °-2l 2.31 
O'-'-ania    .'.'.'  '"* "»-M i0.2<> 

  „LÌ3 J.2H ltìl 

TOTAL        13.80 ~IWV54'- „-.„- 
I -,l,l, frrtili«,. prO(|U0tion caF)iK,-   0 i)(>     o 8vl _»*»_ 

"     25.62 

* Fertilizer year ended 30 Juno IWW "" "  

Sulphur 

"f P^phate rock f„rm8   ne C „f " f, 8ulPhu• «* aoidulation 

-•t rapid expansion Inte ;ilÏT7Î08,>hat0 '"dU8try- The 

» » f» the demand f,,r .  1 r   À   á ,7 TT" " "'""^ 
'"«I H'if.pt«-« wore „hor, ¡„ rna ,'l      A» »"•»•'"•. »«Iphur prie«, ro8e 

»»<>Hd-w¡d, evpansi „ , ! 'T ' .      """ ""rW' This tou<*«l «* 
'»-' *» new ,».,:"" P,"<,"CtÍ"" «'<• l-ge-Scale explora- 

1 iit,?» <* —IP*,,„„«,;:p»d lio:t:i^'ma,r8how 

»"»••Id again exceed con811mpti„n l,v 1-.71 ' product""1 

« ÄtSX^^^-^ 
"»• major oxpanaion of »uhIt . ",en°" ""d Eur0Pe- »nd 

'"""trio., of the Near JWd.   i   d'"T"" are e*P«ted in Asia as the 

Norll, America. 8Ulphur "PP6"8 '""-'y except i„ 
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The alternative sources for elemental (Frauen) sulphur are pyrites 
And gypsum. During the last few years, owing tn the shortage and high 
price of elemental sulphur, developing countries have heeu exploring 
alternative sources ¡nid in\ est ¡gating fertilizer production processes that 
reduce the use of sulphur, such as the nitric acid process discussed earlier. 

Economic pressure will favour increased use of pvrites and other- 
forms of sulphur and of fértili/ei  processes that do not require sulphur. 

PHOSFH A IK   IKR'I II.IZKK coNSI  M I'TIi >N 

Major phosphate fertilizers include normal (single) superphosphate 

(16 to 20 per cent l'2()5). basic slag (Hi [»créent IM>S). and concentrated 
(triple) superphosphate [32 to t<> per cent l\<>5). The other major sources 

of P2()5 are complex fertilizers containing various amounts of nitrogen 
and phosphate, and in many eases, potash. These products include 

ammonium phosphates (i>4 per cent 1*2OR) and other materials made 
by ammoniating phosphoric acid, and nitrophosphates (til percent 1\05). 

which is produced by acidulating phosphate rock with nitric acid. 

Normal (siiurlc) superphosphate 

Tn North America and Western Euro|>c. the production of normal 
superphosphate has not increased since l!M>0. In 19H5, world production 
of normal superphosphate actually decreased. North America and 

Western Europe have excess capacity to produce this material However, 
many of the plants are over ten years old. and some have been con- 

verted to produce complex fertilizers. Higher analysis products are 
replacing normal superphosphate, which is exacted to have only 
30 per cent of the market by  1071 

As the trend towards higher analysis materials continues, normal 
superphosphate will continue to lose ground, perhaps even faster than 
indicated by the estimates of capacity in 1Ü71 shown in table 8. 

Basic Nlag 

Basic slag is a by-product of steel production, and thus its production 
growth rate is determined by the growth of the parent industry. It is a 
major phosphate fertilizer in Europe, but little is produced in other 
regions. Basic slag was second only to normal superphosphate as a 
phosphate fertilizer as recently as  l!>f>r>.  Its production has increased 
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I 

very «lowl.v, however, and it, share of the market decreases each vear 
B,  .07,. has.c sia, should account for only « per cent of all pholphat".' 

Concent ratal superphosphate 

The futur, ^nvth  of concentrated superphosphate  is  uncertain 

i."   'iii.illcl „i phosphate content hv some of the im,„„ 
"""" j:1"" ""*• T'"" ""'"» t.. put con,.,,,,•,,,, „,„^,,,111" 

Im-ril on phosphoric acuì and conversi,,,, of ,,|,„t f„„-,-f     I 
«•n»»W »„„..phosphate to dia.,,,,,, ,    Ite tt        " '""" 
technically and economically fcasihl,,,  it J  Z cte,    J       "'" """ 
"•"••rated superphosphate capacity wU, 1K, ^vcrteeT ,, Ï, T """ 
-r-npic* fertig üf th„ :„mo

y
nhim ;;;;:<

t:
t^ "» P•»«*« 

Complex fertilizers 

ha« Ücon AÎT Ìn th? fh08phate '"""^ "' 'he last ten years 

The    ho8})hate f r in .8 

Higher-analysis products 

trend bJ.^r?.'^"^«F-*«^» 
reduces the bagging, transport and storage costs per 
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unit of P20s. In l!).r)."). the lower-analysis material«, normal (single) .super- 
phosphates and basic slag, represented about SI per cent of the world's 
phosphate fertilizers. Hy I!MM. these products constituted onlv :>x per cent 
of the total. Between Mi;,.-, and I !»«">. the increase in normal super- 

phos])hate production was approximately 20 percent whereas produc- 
tion of concentrated superpho-phate maH\ ,|„„|,|,.,| ;M1(| ¡„..„Ju.-tj,,,, (lf 

complex, or niultinutricnt. fertilizers (niaiiiK anniionium phosphate and 

nitrophosphate) quadrupled. Table s ..bous the estimated distribution in 
11)71 of phosphate fertilizer capa<-it> anion« major tvpe> of products. 

The most popular of the concentrated fertilizers are concentrated 
superphosphate and ammonium phosphate. Roth are mainly manufac- 
tured from wet-process phosphoric acid, which in turn requires sulphur. 

TABI.K 8:    WoKi.n» CAPAI ITV KOK PRODUCTION 

OK MAJOR TVPKS OK PIlosiMIATK KKKTIMZKR 

us per vent of eMimaUd IU71 t„tnl tmrH pnmlwlin,, of <UI pho*ph*Ue fertilizer* 

Fertilizer* t'rrrentaffe 
of world P,Ot roparity 

Normal superphosphate  «^ 2 
Concentrated superphosphate        .'<. 
Complex fertilizers1'                     ' ..jM) 

Basic slag    ....,' ¡si 

Other and unspecified phosphate fertilizer^  15 •> 

TOTAL KSTFM VTI:I> I97I PRonrcriON, AIXTYPKH 100.0 

1   Excluding I'SSli ami ('hum i mainland) 

typo« «f^rZiZ•. CÄ ?" » nti '"^h<>*^- « P- -" : «* «-P«*- 
c  Includes phosphoric a.-i.l, for »huh ,,„ «pccific nutlet ha* heen .Ictcrmirie.t. 

Increased use of multiniitrient fertilizers 

Farmers in develop! countries increasingly tend to use phosphate 
in the form of multinutrient fertilizers rather than as a single nutrient. 
In developing countries, the farmer has to be educated to this approach. 

Some developing countries prescribe certain mixtures containing different 
N, P and K combinations, taking into account the analysis of soil and 

type of crops to be grown. Mixtures were formerly made using straight 
fertilizers, such as superphosphate, ammonium sulphate and potassium 

chloi.'e.   Often   these   ingredients   were    manufactured   by    different 
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"""l:,n" '' '«•"T'atcho.l to a mMng ,,,„„ „her(, th„v 

«,m„„„(, granulated. ,x„„, ,„i*i„K an„ ^„.„atio,,'„,un  •* 

-.„.,„. s.,„„i,i ,„.,,„ „, iM„,„,lt,.,, , ;  ;' ;^ 

"•«•,v,» ». a „,„K|,. I„lfi all II,, ,m,n„„„ „(.„|„| f, r ,,„. ,, ,,      I 

 ^-""- « « .T.,i»„u„v.„„i^ri;,,:::,!;;::;;;:,:::: 

Trend Innards Urcr-tralr proilmli.,,. „nils 

There is a general trend i„ „,,. ,,,„    ,llllt,. ft.rti|u 

'"^T"" '"•"'. «' '"'»• «-hU* ha» r.,,,1,,1 ¡„ a substantial reZÎ on 
."<„*, ,»r „.„, „I „„„„„. Wh.,,,,« ,,„ ,,-ars ago a wel-nr c^,   tr 
phone ,„.„| plan, produci, g M, u        f   , 

K   , ' r"c<,ss t,ho8- 
« I,,,., ,.|. ... .    , ' ''"s   ,er (la.V was regarded as 
«  .«*  pl ,„,„•,„,,„ plants an, i„ operati,,,, „.pable of pr,«luci,,g ,2 
•on» per day „, „ „.„gl, train of reactors, filter U11(1 evapora,       4 , 

|7* '""'"" •'* >f I"-!' S I.««, ton. „er    Ia,v ¿£v 
P»rt of a „on.plcx l>M|.K-i,* ammonia, nitri, add and »traigli nit„gen 
Intdaer»   l,le,tr„. „„„ace phosphorus unit» „f r.0,000 kW l,„ZZ' 

li,v,l„p,„K ,„„,„,,,,, with , ihl(Tiia| C(llla 

:.,:,; TV' 
,h,,r ,,mipr °f 8ca,<- * *•"»*»- w^œ tataz :„ 

v     I ' """i C°"ntri"S in a re«io" -W  -operate! 
úl I al«        ,"""""7",  ,nCn"U,Í"g th" ^ "f "»eratio,,. howeveT 

„v ^-•      •      "' "'"'* "' ag"i""t ""' C,,,,t "f '»»Wbutio,, of the proto 

Manufacture of phosphoric acid 

-i r^Xr• "¡r m:thod8 in commercW use for the •*«««•*» 
ti« el, t• til V r^88' U8TO"y U8Ü1« 8ulPh»• «M. »»d 
..rodu   ion  of r   PrOCe8S-   Í " e8timated that the WOTld «H-% *» I reduction  of wet-process phosphoric  acid  (54  ner cent   P n i     -ii —e fr„m 5A million ton8 p^ „ ,„, ¿"^J^^ 
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in 197 J. Thermal-process capacity is expected to increase also. Because 
of the higher purity of thermal acid, it is used extensively in the produc- 
tion of phosphates for determents and other high-value products. Thus 
only I!» per cent of the thermal acid produced in (he I'mied States was 
used for fertilizers, as compared with !».'{ per (eut of the wet process 

acid. Much of the wet process acid is used for the manufacture of triple 
superphosphate and ammonium phosphate. Howo\ r. in recent years 

wet-process phosphoric acid has heeome a more marketable commodity 
because the quality of t he acid has been impmxed so that its handling 
and transport are less difficult. 

The hydrochloric acid process tor making phosphoric acid is attract- 
ing attention, and small plants based on this process have been built 
whore hydrochloric acid is in surplus. Hydroeldorie acid is used instead 

of sulphuric acid to dissolve the phosphate rock, and the phosphoric acid 
formed is separated from the calcium chloride by using .,„ organic 

solvent, preferably normal butano! or isoamvl alcohol. The solvent is 
separated from the acid and recycled to the process. This process was 

developed by the Israel .Mining Industries. A similar process was devel- 
oped by the l)o\v Chemical Company, using tributvl phosphate as the 

solvent. Whether this process is economic depends on the cost of hydro- 

chloric acid. In the Tnited States it is obviously uneconomic because 
hydrochloric acid costs around $70 per ton, and nearlv 2 tons of chlorine 
arc required to make a ton of I\<)5. B„t where cheap'by-product hydro- 
chloric acid is available, the process has advantages. 

In view of the high cost of sulphur and the world shortage, the 
production of thermal acid in places where low-cost electricitv is available 

has become important. Tables !) and 10 show capital costs and production 
costs of thermal-process and wet-process phosphoric acid at a hypo- 
thetical plant in Florida. Similar cost data would apply to plants in 

Morocco, the Cited Arab Republic or other areas having phosphate 
rock and low-cost electric power. 

The capacity of the plants is assumed to be 544 tons of P205 per 
day, or about 185,000 per year. The wet-process plant consists of facilities 
for receiving and storing molten sulphur, producing sulphuric acid, 

producing phosphoric acid in a single train extraction-filtration unit and 
concentrating the acid to 54 per cent P2()5. Supporting facilities include 
rock grinding, gypsum disposal, plant utility systems, maintenance shop, 

laboratory, office and auxiliary facilities. No facilities are provided for 
clarifying the acid, which would be needed if the acid were to be trans- 
ported. 
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I lio thermal plant consist, of three 45.ÜO0 kW furnaces toother 
«J i charge preparation equipment and auxiliary facilities n " ?," 
-th those m the wet-process plant. It is assumed that al. of th ,   . 
1.I.O.-..H will   >e converted to phosphoric acid at the plant, althn..«    it  s -,e ,lke,v that thl! eIenil.ntBl phoH])horu8 wou](i j H| ,   t 
areas for converse to fertilisers. Three phosphorte acal units capable o 

TABLE!ÎL-i'A"TALro!STSn^p^vr».Kr,,,r(-.N,i 
IKo.OOO TONS OK 1\,()5  |»KK   VKAK 

(thiDinantl dollars) 

Buttery-limits plant  
Other equipment and «¡to ', ' _  
Kngineering  
( ontfactor's fee and overhead ' ' ' 

TOTAL 

Vhrrm ilpnic, an 
uri-/ plunt 

22,260 
4.343 
5,320 
3,192 

35.11 5 

It et-prucc** 
arid /Unni 

9,42!) 
3.100 
2,50« 
1.504 

16.539 

TAIJI.E 10: EsTÌ8Ì Tf¡; "t"n«-<-»vv,oHT!í AT ThAsT •>•CIN„ IHO.OOOTONS OF I>,()5 PKR VKAU 

(dolinrx per ton ,,f J>j)r ) 

»Sulphur     
l'hosphate rock*            
Phosphate matrix1» 
Coke '.'.'.'.'.'.'.  
electricity              
Ot her items        
Salaries and wages  
'Maintenance       
I depreciation over 15 years   

TOTAL DIKKOT COSTS 

Overhead  
Taxes mid insurance    [  

Credit for sale of by-products . . . . . . . . . . . '.' ' 

(3 RAND TOTAL 

¡)ry   inlPa|l.ill(Hi, 31.1 per cent P.O. rock. 
L.n<lri,.d phosphate matrix. 24 per cent of P.O, m 

Wet-process 
acid plant 

37.04 
21.69 

80.75 

4.96 
1.79 

87.50 

Thermal-proce»4 
acid plant 

13.64 
2.88 

11.02 
17.63 
6.75 
6.20 
7.96 

12.60 

78.68 

7.17 
3.79 

-5.51 

84.13 

rves as a source of silica. 
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producing acid of any desired strength, including superphosphoric acid 
containing up to 80 per cent P208, are included in the estimate. 

Tt will be seen from table 10 that the estimated costs for phosphoric 
acid from the two processes are about the same—-Ä84.13 per ton of P O 
by the thermal process and $87.50 per ton by the wet process, using a 
cost of $i2 per ton of sulphur delivered. 

Ammonium polyphosphate 

Reaction of ammonia with superphosphoric acid yields a mixture of 
ammonium ort ho phosphate and pyro-phosphate. which is commonly 
called ammonium polyphosphate. Triammonium pyrophosphate, 
[(NH.^HIVM is the principal polyphosphate, although other pyro- 
phosphates and tripolyphosphates are likely to be present. 

The only known large-scale production of solid ammonium poly- 
phosphate is in the plant operated by the United States Tennessee 
Valley Authority. The grade of the TVA product is 15—60—0. It is 
made by reaction of thermal superphosphoric acid with anhydrous 
ammonia under high pressure and temperature (3 atm and 210 °C). 
The product is discharged from the reactor as a Huid melt and is granu- 
lated in a pugmill. Sim»» no moisture is present, drying is unnecessary. 
The pugmill product is cooled and screened; the oversize is crushed, and 
fines are recycled. 

Ammonium polyphosphate of 12--Ö0—U grade has been made 
experimentally from wet-process phosphoric acid. As in the case of 
ammonium ortho-phosphates, the polyphosphate may be combined 
with urea, ammonium nitrate, or ammonium sulphate, and potash salts 
may be added to make a variety of multinutrient fertilizers. 

Ammonium polyphosphate solutions are produced by several firms 
in the United States and Europe by ammoniation of superphosphoric 
acid and concurrent addition of water. The solutions are used in the 
preparation of liquid mixed fertilizers. 

Nitrophosphate 

If phosphate rock is acidulated with nitric acid, the product will 
contain calcium nitrate and monocalcium and dicalcium phosphates. 
The hygroscopicity of calcium nitrate precludes general acceptance of 
this product. Nitric acid serves two purposes: it makes the phosphate 
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«Juble and it provi,,«, nitrogen as a „la„t nutrient. In the Odd. process 
. cal,,,,,, „, rate ,s removed by filtration. The calci• nitrate „Tv 

• used a» .„..p, ,„. convert,,! t„ „„„„„„ , V„M !„" of 
II.« „roe,,, a„. »„„„.„"„g c,mMl,M, „^  „, ' , [ 
r^ure s„lpl„„, ,>„„,«,,  ,lsillf,            ^ ^ > • 

«».j..n» .o„  w„l, ,,i„,c acid   and those ,,,„,, ,mm'Hlill „',„„,„" 
carton ,1K«,*. additi,,,, |,av(. also „„„,„,,, ^                           I     „    „s, 
"   the two n,„,,ph,„pha„. ,„,,(.„S8(,S    the ()(Wa - *» 
*.»..t• prece» -,„d „f „,,. ,„,, „,.„,,,_ |)aJ (   - 

'";, 7" ,"""""" >• -king ,,«i,„„t(, „f „,,. pr„dIH,ioM , ,    "  , 
luetica, plants »„„ated i„ southeastern Tnited St'ates „car ».„„X" 

The coststudy c,„„pare,l the estimated wholesale price (production 
•«•« Pi«,  return 0„ inWBtnmi, „,,,, aa|e8 J ^» 
granular ferfhzer» containing „¡trogen and !>,<>' i„ , ', rati„        ''*"'* 

(«) Odda .Smeltwerke process -nitrophosphate • 
<*)  Mixed acid mtrophosphatc with nitric and phosphoric acid 
ir)  Ammonium phosphate nitrate; 
id) I'rea ammonium phosphate. 

The stud., ,l,„w, that the wholesale price of the Odda product is 

;;""'" f,r UM -»«- »"'Phate. 1,33 per ton for ni LulpnTte 

ra e. The cconom.c advantage of the 0,-da process is due mainly to 
-vings ,„ ,hç cost of raw material» and intermediate. Unlik   the 

Ner processes, the Odda process does not require sulphur hut   he dis 
"«1 of the resulting calcium nitrate presents difticuL. .Sevi a   new 

».iter soluble P,0, by the n,tr.c acid acidulation of phosphate rock such 
.» .he Cemo-project-Kallinbach. Norsk Hydro and Dutch Stages 

COSTS OF TRANSPORTING PHOSPHORUS 

of trtTtr^edT'"' 0f,th6 therraSl PmMM " the hi*h «•»nt,»tio„ 
1 ilv ,T ^T Pr,dUCt- ele'mnM Ph<"Phorus. Phosphorus i. 
readily transported m mild steel tank cars, and shipment by river bar• 

seagoing vessels is feasible. A consignment oí 1 ton „f el mS 
l-hosphorus would supply the same amount of P.O. as about 7 5 t„m 

•* Phosphate rock plus 2.2   on. of sulphur for Je  n the we  p^oT 
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One ton of elemental phosphorus is equivalent to the phosphorus content 

of ñ tons of triple superphosphate or diammonium phosphate derived 

from wet-process acid. Thus, when the market ¡s far from the phosphate 

rock ruine, a substantia! savin« in transport costs can be made by shipping 

elemental phosphoius to the market   area for conversion to fertilizer. 

Although the e-timaie for ¡lie hypothetical (hernial plant m Florida, 

mentioned above assumes thai all of the elemental phosphoius is eon 

verted to phosphoric acid o:> .site, it is much more likely that most or all 

ot the phosphorus would be coti-igned to one or moie conversion plants 

located in market areas. If the Florida plant only produced elemental 

phosphorus and did not convert it the investment would be reduced by 

about S.Ï nielion. to $:{<> million, and the production cost would be about 

SITS per ton of phosphorus, which is equivalent to $7* per ton of l\,05. 
(See tables !i and In.) 

In markets where the transport cost of phosphate rock is SI5 per 

ton, the cost of transporting elemental phosphorus would be about 

«tt.fio per ton of P.O. as compared with $32.60 per ton of \\Os from 

phosphate rock. Inder these conditions the thermal process would have 

a clear advantage when a :Í0 pei cent return on investment is included, 

as shown in the following tabulation. 

TABLE 11 :    COST OK PRODUCING ONE TON OF P205 AS 

AMMONIUM   PHOSPHATE   FROM   IMPORTED   ELEMENTAL   PHOSPHORUS   COMPARED 
WITH COST OK IMUOENOUS MANUFACTURE HY THE WET PROCESS 

Cost per ton 
Process 0f pt0f 

_ <%> 

Thertnal process 

Cost of elemental phosphorus (3 mills per kWh)  78.00 
Return on invest ment (20 per cent/yr on |30 million)     32.40 
Transportation of phosphorus     g QQ 

Conversion to fertilizer     1000 

TOTAL 127.00 
Wet procesé 

Cost of wet -process acid     87 50 
Return on investment (20 por cent/yr on $16.5 million)  17.84 
Conversion to fertilizer     g QQ 

Transportation of fertilizer  32 60 

TOTAL 145.94 
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In the above comparison it is assumed that the fertilizer product is 
ammonium phosphate and that the cost of ammonia in the market area 
is the same as a. the phosphate mine, so no allowance is niacin for the 
cost of transporting the nitrogen content of ammonium phosphate. 

TAI.LK 12:    COST OK Pitoni <TION OK ONE TON OK P,Or AS PHOSPHORIC Ann 
IN   IMIIA  FROM IMPORTKI» KI.KMKNTAI,   PHOSPHORKS AS COMPLUO T     T    K ÍÍIT 

I-  KKCBIVIXO T„E l>2()5 IN TUB FORM OK SUPKRPHOSPHOKIC Aaù MAN IKA'T, RKO 
IÎV THK WET I'ltOCKSS 

„ Co fit per ton 
Procès* . „ „ 

of P%0t 

(%) 

Thermal process ~ 

Cost of elemental phosphorus (.'$ .„ills por kWh) . . 7« niì 

Return on investment (20 per cent/yr on $30 million) '.'.'.'      ,2 40 
freight to India (0.44 ton at $18)        d^\¡" 

<'onversion to phosphoric acid in India    ••...........'....""     i0'QO 

TOTAL       128.32 
I» et procesa   

Cost of uet -process acid (including $38.50 for sulphur) . . „ «n 
Conversion to auperphosphoric acid   .                                         ¿'on 
Return on investment (20 per cent/yr on $18 million) '.".'.'.'  ,ûT0 

trcight to India (1.3!) tons at  $15) ' .'.''.'.'.*'" Jo 90 

TOTAL        135.80 

Another possihility is to ship elemental phosphorus overseas to 
make fertilize« locally in developing countries. Ocean transport costs 
for Hhipment of fertilizer from the United States to India are in the range 

<J\V Per i"' Th,W' Shipment of triPle superphosphate costs 
?-<> to $33 T,er ton of I>2()5. Ocean freight rates for elemental phosphorus 
are not available: at an assumed cost of $18 per ton, however, the freight 
«Largo per ton of I>2()5 equivalent would be $8, and the savings as 
compared with shipping triple superphosphate would be $18 to $»f> 
per ton of P205. 

Comparison of the cost of shipping elemental phosphorus to India 
with the cost of shipping phosphate rock and sulphur is more difficult 
as rock and sulphur are not commonly shipped there from the United 
»Mates. However, recent prices of phosphate rock and sulphur delivered 
»t Ports m ludia were $23 and $<>() per ton, respectively. Thus the raw 
materials for making wet-process phosphoric acid in India would cost 
3IJ.I per ton of P.O.. The cost, including allowance for a 20 per cent 
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return on investment, of elemental phosphorus delivered in India from 
the hypothetical Florida plant with 3 mills per kWh is calculated to 
be less. 

It has been proposed that wet-process phosphoric acid be con- 
centrated to superphosphorie acid for shipment to India or other develop- 
ing countries. A rough comparison gives shipping elemental phosphorus 
to India a cost advantage over wet-process superphosphorie acid. 

The conclusion may he drawn that where electricity is available at 
or near .'{ mills per kWh and sulphur costs are as high as S:is.f><> per ton, 
the thermal method should be considered for phosphate fertilizer pro- 
duction. The usefulness of thermal acid for industrial phosphates weighs 
in its favour, as well as the fact that the process can use low-grade rock, 
the product can he used to make unusually high grade fertilizers, and 
savings on transport can be realized by shipping elemental phosphorus. 



Chapter 5 

POTASH FERTILIZERS 

PRODUCTION OF POTASH 

Potash rcsems 

I otash is an important commodity today. Some 90 to 95 per cent of the 

world production of potassium «alts is used as fertilizers. However potash 

was not used as a commercial fertilizer in large quantities until early in 
the twentieth century. It«primary industrial use before then was in dyeing 

and tannin« and the manufacture of glass, fireworks, explosives soap 
and other chemical products. ' 

Although there are many potash-hearing minerals, most of the world's 
known reserves are ,n sylvite. camalli*, kainite, langheinite. nitre and 
polyhahte. Most potash is produced fron, sylvite and carnallitr. 

(Jermany controlled the world production of potash from the iSfiOs 

»nf 1 the early 1»3<M. when demand stimulated the development in the 
l m ed States of the Carlsbad deposits in New Mexico. Production rose 
"» the ( arlshad district to meet the increased demand during and after 

t "• .>ocond World War. World demand has increased since the middle 
HMOs by H per cent [»er year. 

The growing demand for potash on the world market has stimulated 
!»• development of the Saskatchewan deposits in Canada. At the present 

time, three companies are producing potash there, and five other com- 

iques  are developing properties.   Several other major  companies are 
""«king  feasibility studies. 

Potash  is  being recovered  in  over   140 operations   in  the  world 

"«•liidmg both brine and mining operations. Currently  fourteen other 
'"•posits are being developed. 

Potash production from deposits in Eastern and Western Kurope 
»'<» m North America will reach almost 27 million tons by li»71 Known 
'-serves total nearly X3.CMK» million tons. They are situated mainly in 

«eve oped areas; three quarters of the reserves are in Europe Some 
'lev eloping countries, however, may become major producers 

37 
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The world potash fertilizer industry 

The growth iti the production of potash fertilizers has been «lower 
than that of nitrogen fertilizers and about the same as that of phosphate 

fertilizers. Potash is the least used of the three primary plant nutrients 
contained in fertilizers. This is partly because many soils contain relatively 
high amount.- o| l\J). which ha.ve not been depleted by crop production. 
As crop production increases, however, it is expected that greater amounts 

of potash will be used and potash consumption will equal phosphate 
consumption. 

Since 1 !•.">."!, potash production has increased at a compound rate 
of 0.2 per cent per year. The increase in l!)fif> alone exceeded 1 million 

tons as several large Canadian mines came into production. World potash 
production in l'.xiT was I4.52í> million tons of K2(). Production is forecast 
to rise in the developed countries to 17.3 million tons by l!)71 and to 
23.5 million tons by l!)7ti. In the developing countries, production is 

forecast to rise to Ton thousand tons by 1070 and to 1.2 million bv l!»7tJ. 

As with nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers, this gives a deficit compared 
with estimated consumption, which is put, at l.f> and 2.05 million tons, 
respectively. 

Although potash r< serves have been found in all areas of the world 
with the exception of Oceania, production has been contincd to a 
relatively few countries in eastern and Western Europe and North 

America. Israel recently began production of potash, and Chile and Peru 
are producing potash from their guano deposits. 

Production is divided fairly equally among Kastern Kurope. Western 

Europe and North America, with Western Europe leading by a small 

margin. Figures indicate, however, that by 1971, North America will be 
the major producer with 40 per cent of the total. Kastern Europe will then 

contribute 30 per cent of world production and Wesiern Europe 22 per cent. 

New production units are being planned in several African and 
Latin American countries, and Israel is planning to double its output 

in the next few years. However, the production from these sources 
continues to be only a small part of total world production. 

POTASH FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION 

Potassium chloride (muriate of potash) is by far the most widely 
used of the relatively few types of potash fertilizer. Another potash 

fertilizer is  potassium  sulphate,  one of the least  hygroscopic  of the 
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common fert.hzers. It » Referred for tobacco, potatoes, citrus and some 
oher oro,,, „ens.t.ve to chloride. Potassium sulphate account, for3v 
about K per cent of total potash consumption, and its share of the mark* 
will continue to decline. "larKci 

Another non hygroscopic, „„„.„I -ido form  is  .K.tassium  nitrate 
(sa tpetre  nitre,. The technical «rade „„, per cent, is use ,       « 
and the O» per cent material (13 per cent N, 44 per cent K.,0) is'lsuX 

largely restneted ,t. use to specialized mixtures or direct soil applicati n 
and ,ts consumption is not expected to rise much. 

Experts in the Cnitcd .States are becoming interested in water-soluble 
potassmm metaphosphate. Semi-commercia. quantities of the tee „ied 
grade m„te,,a, (r,7 per cent 1>20„ „ pCr cent K20, are being p^odù ed 
.n Scotland, ami some is reportedly being made in Israel. 

During the past few years, the general trend has been towards 
producng ,„„re concentrated  fertilizers of all  types.  Sixty per «M 

I:aîV•P\hS9 been SteadHy «**« 8•"d -efth: trtdi! tional ¿0 to 45 per cent concentrations. 

Most of the potash produced today is incorporated into mixed or 
complex fertilizers before application to the soil. 

helped"'"« btstXÎ  Phr~Cal  mÌXÌng  °f 8traÌght  ^ilizers-has uptd to boost the demand  ior granulated, concentrated fertilizers 
granulation minimizes the  segregation  of the ^^tìtaJ^Z^ 

, H):^s:;;,g and faciiirre distribution »nh° ***££z 
lo id.    8 inCrea8e m bulk bIendinS' a coarser form of potassium 

(liionde is now m greater demand. 

merely 7^ T^• " 1967 ^ ab0Ut 13 millio» *"»• ** 
Z, t 6 3 £ —P-ed with 1966. An average annual increase 
about 6.3 per cent is expected up to and including 1980. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A POTASH COMPLEX 

Costs of manufacturing potash are directly related to grade deuth 
f mine and capacity. If the other costs to become b^rodut^ 

lanutr8 C0Untry are COnSÌdered aS Part °f -nufactuVcosÏThen 
•ÄÄS    7 aISO,dÌreCtl^elatedtoinvestment8

gm distribut" 

hoJ^uZ H -:  r0ad8'  POrt facUitie8)>  hou8in«.  ^ools and Hospitals, Pnd basic utilities (water, power, fuel). 
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Mining costs per ton of finished product vary according to the ore 
content. Obviously a high-grade ore containing little waste, such as aalt, 
is much more productive per ton mined than one of low grade. For 
example, in Canada (Saskatchewan), the ore contains 2 fi to 2K per cent 
K20, whereas sonic of the low grade Ca.rl.shad ores contain only 12 to 

14 per cent K2(> Fora given tonnage of potash, this means that a Canadian 
producer has to mine less than half the amount of ore mined hy a Carls- 
bad  producer. 

I'efiner\ costs also vary according to the grade of ore. although not 
nearly so much as mining costs, since the separation and disposal of waste 

occur early in the circuit and troni then on costs are similar regardless of 
grade. Mining costs rise as the depth of the mine increases. This is due 
to three factors: a deeper shaft is a more costly investment; hoisting 

costs are proportional to distance lifted; and underground recovery 
(amount of ore removed per unit of penetration) is inversely proportional 

to depth. Shaft costs are also affected by the geological formations through 
which a shaft is sunk. Depth is not the only factor influencing cost. In 
Canada, a shaft is over 3.100 feet deep and costs (fully equipped) 
approximately ? lo million This is nearly <>.r> times as much as in Carlsbad 

and reflects not only »he depth hat the treacherous geological formations 
that must be traversed to reach the Canadian ore. 

Economies of scale are also important. A high-capacity mining 
operation invariably has lower unit costs than a low-capacity one. This 
is particularly true of operations with high fixed investment and operating 

costs. In the refinery, staff arc needed to man certain controls regardless 
of the volume processed. In Canada, a conventional mining operation 

will have $20 million invested in shafts alone. If to this are added under- 

ground equipment, a refinery, and office and laboratories all built to 
withstand the severe Canadian winters, the investment will be of the 
order of $50 per ton annually. 

Construction costs at the world's potash mines may vary from $30 
per ton of annual capacity to as much as $70 per ton. Moreover, construc- 

tion costs have been rising by 5 to 6 per cent per annum over the last 
five years, and similar increases are probably to be expected in the future. 

In developing countries, where labour is readily available at a very 
low cost, a producer v. ill find it more advantageous to hire many men 

than to invest in complicated equipment that is difficult to operate and 

may exceed the capabilities of the local labour force. In this case, unit 
costs will not change much with volume. However, the labour available 

is unskilled and inexperienced, and this means that extensive training 
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programmes have to be undertaken. Even though Cangia fa a developed 
country, the rural loeation „f some of the potash mines has madTt 
necessary to „„t.tute highly organized training programmes tTteach 
farmers to o^rat,. mining »,„, refinillg oquipmon\

P   V    mPS       tea<:h 

The development of potash deposits from discovery to actual pro- 
due,,«,, ha,, ,n some ¡„»tances, taken several decades, depending onZ 
• narkc   prospects. The actual construction of mi„„ and plant ^^ 

« taken f,„n, th-ee f. six year», deluding on the particular deposit 
I» >" econom,cal.y feasible, a potash operation should have adeZte 

u>,v IhT a'"T;rR,i,,n8f,,r-r'toä"*•and»<•«N* turlj  h,gh   onuage.  Uns „, ,.„„, ,|,,manl,3 „,, ^ ¿ 

." «.«rate.the underground , ipm„nt, refinery and other oquiZnT 
... »< yate water supply fl, „,.„» ,„,„,.,„ ,,,,„„ ^,,„1^•'' 

-Hi fk.Ut.on; a source of natural gas or fuel-oil for the powé paTZ 
,..o.luct,„n of stean,; a reliable supplie,, of repair partsTd sutpl oÎ 
0« «.-valent ,„ 1)lant mvmtnry. „„,, a " PP £or 

' ntr'°9; the -'".Plications are agg avated by lack of industriaron 
'-,;"*. compete, labour, „tihties, housing, foreign c,c,• e     „d 

sometimes rigid government regulations. 

An example of the dif «cullies developing e .tries face may be seen 

.   re   ,ta';,      ,        WiM,in ,l" U"ilm " Ver-V '«* «fei«« oî Potash 
. tact    1      i'' 70*"*1' " *" '"" »«ÍHotaUy encouraging to 

W ed  The',   ,;r0<,,;r:SVa'"1 "' <kte th" <fe',"8it iB stili •* being xplo.ted. The laetors that d.seouraged early ...vestigators include- 

'mdm
sol1ra,'0n: <'XtC"aiV° """""'""""" "f "-oads, port facilities and sources of energy is required; 

Climatic conditions:"severe surface temperatures in excess of 130°F 
make operations difficult and expensive • 

Lack of water: a considerable  quantity of water is required for 
processing potash to modern standards of quality • 

Lac* of skilled labour: personnel must be brought in and housing 

Ore quality : aIthough of hjgh potash ^^ ^ ^^ 

that make processing complex and expensive. 

invcilT'T? th° EthÍOPÍan PrüjeCt' geol°«i9ts and rai^g engineer« 
ntos '   7        SOUrC°8' mÌnÌng COndÌtÌOnS' native ~ -d site atio      port r0qlurements, transport facilities, living conditions, avaü- 

i   de oïïhPr    and °ther faCtOT8- An eCOn0mÌC 8tud^ "» m^ the .t  tude of the Government and the tax position were determined, and 
"Pita! requirements worked out, Some day this deposit will undoubtedly 

i* 
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be commercially mined. There is a natural market for this raw material 
that is large enough to make the operation economic in spite of the 
high costs. 

Unfortunately, most of the world'« largest producing deposits of 
potash are located '2(H) to l.ooo miles from the sea and are serviced hy 
complex transport systems. The transport of hulk products has received 
increasing consideration during the last live years. Companies entering 
bidk markets, such as phosphate rock, potash, sulphur and others, will 
find that much time and money have heen expended on developing the 
lowest possible distribution costs. The first step is to decide on the 
cheapest form of transport to the port, where adequate loading facilities 
must be available. Choosing a vessel of the right size» is also important; 
larger vessels offer lower freight rates, but there may be difficulties about 
discharging bulk carriers in the ports of developing countries. 

Specialized bulk carriers are desirable, though over specialization 
may make it difficult to obtain return cargoes. The delays in shipping, 
however, have been eased by the increase in shipments of dry solids, 
which rose from about 300 million tons in 1950 to over 700 million tons 
in 1965. 



Chapter 6 

ECONOMIC ISSUES TO BE FACED 
IN DEVELOPING A FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

As a general rule, four distinct and progressive steps may be seen in 
the development of a country's fertilizer industry : 

Imports of food to stave off famine while fertilizer« are bein, intro 
duced and demonstrated to create a market ; 

Imports  of  finished  fertilizers  to  meet growing demand  until a 
domestic industry is justified; 

A»"' '"Cal  Pr """ Miti"   "•'"• "'" «»' "f -erteci 

Self-.ufliri,„,y of pr•!,,,,!,,,, and „,„Tali„„. with in,    rt„ ,. 
to raw material« net. avallai,!,. I„ea!ly. 

The «ret «tap. at la-st !» a »hortrun soluti,,,, „, »„pplving f„,„l „eed. 
I Wloped               can,„Jt ,„, (. hi a,    furnI,, "„ 
;  tle,r .,„ „,,.,.» tl„ „,litin „„„,,,„, ,() „„in 

.l-vel„p,„g area.». In fact, if»,,,,, a pra,,¡,,. ¡, eontim«« it can tad" 
I'ven greater food problem». 

The developed .-„„„tri• »|„„,|(1 ,lot amtlmK t0 

' ìT;,,:::; r" r*" * th-^»^ —». •. ::;" 
ountri * "/     g" a"",l""<, °f f"K'ig" eX':ha"«'' """ "» *"»"*- 

It 2 Te °W: reH""r°"S' '"',h ""ma" and —•l- -he"-er nus can be economically justified. 

(nJl^i>h;HteV deveI°l,m*nt <>f the fertilizer industry will vary 
m country to  country.  Eaeh country  must attempt,  however   to 

thieve the most of Hcie.it use of all its available resources. 

•m canitÍIMT
1
 Tltrk" Can helP the deVelOÎ,i^ CO"'ltrie3 fcy »vert- r^r gnioaiwhow-Th,í<iev^d«« "^e considerable expiTiei.ee in constructing, operating   manamnir and 

maintain nc fertiliypT ni«nfa  TK I '»uug, managing ana 
of efficient d !   '        , J **" ^ •HlSt WÍth th* development "i * I ncient distribution and marketing systems. 
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PHASING IN A DOMESTIC FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

Correct selection of imported fertilizers 

Use of iifiportt-tl fertilizers to create a market is a necessary prelude 
to establishing an indigenous fertilizer industry. Careful consideration 
should he given to the kind of fertilizers imported with respect to 
cost, suitability and compatibility with future development plans. 
When a fertilizer industry is being planned, imported materials should 
be similar to those that will later be produced. Imports of mixed 
fertilizers or the use of imported straight fertilizers in a mixing plant 

should he considered. 

Use of indigenous raw materials 

The usual raw materials required for a fertilizer industry are: 

Natural gas or naphtha (from indigenous oil refineries), coal and 

lignite ; 

Phosphate rock; 

Potash minerals; 

Sulphur. 

Many developing countries have one of these raw materials; some 
have two; very few have three; anu none, \vith the possible exception of 
Peru, has all four, in contrast to the Soviet Union and the United States, 
which have all four raw materials in abundance. Such information as is 
available indicates that ( 'bina (mainland) may also have the four required 
materials but only in limited quantities. 

All countries naturally wish to make use of whatever indigenous raw 
materials they have. However, insistence on using indigenous raw materi- 
als of unsuitable quality or excessive cost, such as low-grade, high-cost 
phosphate rock that cannot be beneticiated at a reasonable price, is a 
poor policy. Such a policy leads to the excessive cost of phosphate ferti- 
lizer, and this will discourage its use and retard agricultural development. 
The result may be more damaging to the country's economy than 
importing fe' tillers or raw materials. Developing countiies should search 
diligently for raw materials, but they should carefully evaluate the 
economics of using them. 
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UBC of imported intermediates 

When domestic raw materials are inferior in quality or overpriced, 
the importation of fertilizer intermediates such as ammonia, phosphoric 
acid and elemental phosphorus should be considered. Relevant factors 
in this connexion are: 

A drop in (lie price of liquid ammonia in many areas as a result 
of the new low-cost ammonia technology; 

Availability of liquid ammonia in shipload quantities from various 
sources : 

Availability of liquefied natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas in 
shipload quantities; 

Availability of phosphoric acid in shipload quantities; 
Future availability of elemental  phosphorus and superphosphoric 
acid in shipload quantities; 

New,   improved   processes  for   the   production  of nitrophosphate 
fertilizers. 

These possibilities may prove attractive in some cases and should 
be evaluated carefully. For example, Aehorn and Walkiip3 found in 1966 
that the developing countries could import urea-ammonia solution and 
process it into complex fertilizer at a saving of from $0.92 to $5.31 per 
ton of product compared with making the same grades of complex ferti- 
lizer by using imported anhydrous ammonia and solid urea. 

Similarly, if a country already has a nitrogen industry, imports of 
phosphoric acid to make ammonium phosphate fertilizers should be 
considered. Another possibility is to import bulk triple superphosphate 
(non-granulai) for use in producing a mixed fertilizer by ammoniation- 
granulation techniques. 

Imports of intermediate materials by the developing countries may 
prove to be a major step towards establishing a domestic fertilizer 
industry. Plants processing intermediate materials into finished products 
do not require as large an investment as plants producing the basic raw 
materials Savings may be realized through purchasing the intermediates 
from countries with lower production costs lhan would be possible in a 
country in which production is on a small scale. Savings in transport 
costs are possible by importing high-analysis intermediates rather than 
finished products with relatively low plant nutrient content. Flexibility 
and the ability to meet changing demand are, however, maintained. 

3 For full reference see annex 3 under "Other sources". 
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The experience of the developed countries has shown that it is best 
to import only the necessary raw materials, provided that the demand is 
sufficient to support an economic scale of operation. Kxamples of coun- 
tries that have built up a large phosphate industry based mainly or 
entirely on imported raw materials are Australia, Belgium. China (Tai- 
wan), the Federal Republic of (¡ennany. Japan, the Netherlands. New 
Zealand and the I'nited Kingdom. Many other countries import their 
phosphate rock but use indigenous supplies of sulphur or pyrites. Several 
countries make extensive use of nitro]»hosphate processes requiring no 
sulphur. 

The examples mentioned above indicate that lack of indigenous raw 
materials does not preclude the establishment of a flourishing phosphate 
industry. In fact, some of the countries export a substantial amount of 
fertilizers containing phosphates. 

Advantages of lon^-tcrni contracts 

Another aspect of the importation of fertilizers, fertilizer raw 
materials or intermediates by many developing countries is that pur- 
chases are effected on a spot tender basis, (¡enerally, such tender offers 
coincide with the period during which the manufacture of fertilizers is 
most intensivi» for internal use in developed countries, which themselves 
also bid on these tenders. Consequently, many of the bids are unduly 
high because the suppliers are not interested in taking on additional 
business at the time of the tender offer. Therefore, if developing countries 
entered into long-term contracts for fertilizers and fertilizer raw materials 
and intermediates, they might be able to get better terms and assure 
themselves of steady supplies for a reasonable period in the future. 

ECONOMIC USE OF PLANT 

Plant size 

Statistics given in chapter 3 showed that plant size and the cost of 
natural gas have a decisive influence on the cost of manufacturing 
ammonia. As a result of these economic factors, there is a tendency to 
favour very large ammonia plants producing between 1,000 and 2,000 
tons daily and which are built near gas fields or seaports. Ammonia (and 
derivatives) made under these conditions can frequently be transported 
in special ships and delivered to consumer points thousands of miles 
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distant at prices competitive with, or lower than, nitrogen fertilizer made 

locally in a .small or medium sized plant using relatively high cost feed- 

locks. Therefore every possibility of making nitrogen fertilizers must he 

carefully examined on its merits As previously explained m chapter 3 

the largo-scale plant« are w. new that there is relatively 1.1 tie experience 
in  operating them. Furthermore,  highly skilled personnel  is  required 

Full utilization of existing capacities 

One of the most serious problems of developing countries is their 

failure to operate fertilizer plant« at a .'evel near their rated capacity. 

The economic succès of modern fertilizer plants usually depends on 

sustained operation at or near capacity. Each plant has a "break even" 

operating rate, below which the operation is uneconomic The break 

even rate may vary considerably from on. plant to another, but 7o per 

rent may be a typical value Modem plants should be capabi." of an 

output of at least !»() per cent of rated capacity. eNe., uith allowance for 

maintenance work and occasional major repairs In fact, it is not unusual 

to achieve a sustained output above rated capacity Many developing 

countries are operating their fertilizer plants at only :><» to no per eent of 

rapacity, even when higher output is urgently needed and fertilizer is 
imported to make up the deficit. 

The reasons for this poor record include shortage* of ran materials, 

inadequate storage and transport, lack of operating or maintenance 

skills, and difficulties m obtaining spare parts and other maintenance 

supplies. Most of these difficulties could be overcome if (he Government 

of the country concerned would assign a high priority to achieving maxi- 

mum production in existing facilities. In many countries the supply of 

fertilizer is so vital to the country'« economy that top priority would be 

b.lly justified. Then- is a regrettable tendency to attach more importance 

lo establishing new plants than to makin« the I »est use of existing ones. 

Training of operating and maintenance personnel for a plant is a 

difficult problem. Most construction firms proude a start up service, 

»»ut this is often inadequate for thorough training, since these firms lack 

the personnel to train the plant operators sufficiently to ensure sustained, 
full-capacity operation, (¡ood results ha\e been achieved by employing' 

i supervision team from an experienced operating firm for one or two year». 

»Short-sighted policies of restricting imports of raw materials, spare 

parts, or services of foreign technologists may be responsible for many 
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of the poor records of performance. Complicated, time-consuming proce- 
dures for obtaining approval for imports may be as damaging as outright 
prohibition. Heavy taxes on imports may also be a handicap. These 
questions have already been discussed in chapter 2. 

Marketable by-products 

Any marketable by-product, such as fluosilicic acid produced during 
the manufacture of .superphosphate or phosphoric acid, helps to lower 
the cost of the main product. Another example is by-product gypsum 
from the wet process manufacture of phosphoric acid, which can be 
used in the manufacture of wall plaster and building products. In other 
cases, gyps,,,,, ¡s used as a fertilizer for groundnuts. It can also be used 
as a raw material for a process combining the manufacture of sulphuric 
acid and cement. 

ORGANIZED PLANNING AND REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Planning for local fertilizer needs 

Developing countries often establish a nitrogen fertilizer industry 
first, followed by a phosphate fertilizer industry and finally, a mixed 
fertilizer industry.  This sequence has some disadvantages." since it is 
likely to make installation of the total industry more expensive  and it 
makes it mon« difficult to give the fanne,  the balanced fertilizer that 
he needs. It would be better to begin by providing the farmer with the 
grades of fertiliser he needs rather than setting up separate industries 
In countries where fanners are well educated and where there are many 
well trained agricultural advisers and ample facilities for soil analysis 
the farmer can make wise use of straight fertiliser*. Kven so, farmers' 
often prefer multmutrient fertilizers.  In developing countries farmers 
are  often   illiterate,   well  trained  advisers   are few,  and  soil-analysis 
laboratories may be lacking. In such cases it would seem best to provide 
farmers with mixed fertilizers compounded on the basis of the best 
information available for the crops and soil of the area and with due 
regard to cost. 

If farmers are supplied with straight nitrogen fertilizers, the results 
may be good for a few years, but the phosphorus content of the sou is 
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likely soon to become depleted. The farmers will then be disappointed in 
f he results of using fertilizer. 

When nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer facilities are planned 
separately, problems may arise that could be avoided by an integrated 
approach. For instance, if urea is chosen for nitrogen fertilizer and super- 
phosphate for phosphate fertilizer, an attempt to mix the two materiata 
«•.II result in a wet, sticky, unusable mixture. Also, monev may be wasted 
m granulating two materials in separate plants when the two could be 

< ombnied and granulated in a single plant. 

I xamples of inadequate project planning 

The planning of a fertilizer industry is a complicated problem that 
each country must solve for itself. A matter of primary importance is the 
<;<>st o! the timshed fertilizers delivered to the farmer. The actual manu- 
facturing costs often are no more than half of the final cost. Handling 
bagging, transport, storage and distribution costs make up a large 
P'-rcentage of the final cost. For these reasons, a thorough economie 
-vah.al.on usually favours high-analysis produci*, although there are 
exceptions. When the nature of the crops and soils is such that sulphur 
is needed in fertilizer, some compromise must be reached between 
-dphur content and the concentration of the primary nutriente. 

New fertilizer projects require expertise of a high order from the 
'•»'"•'• Ption oi a project to the start up phases. Many projects have been 
loealed near the sources of raw materials but the markets have proved to 
be to«, far away for the ready disposal of the products. Other projects 
have been located in areas where all conditions were desirable except for 
a good source of process water. Sometimes (¡overnmenls of developing 
'•«Mintries have wanted a project in a spe. ,al area in order to initiate 
industrialization in that area with no regard to the availability of markets, 
utilities or manpower. 

The success of a project depends upon mutual agreement between 
ihe (¡overnment of the «developing country and the planning group 
responsible for the project. Experts coming from de% eloping countries 
Ihemselves would probably be valuable in ensuring this. 

Many developing countries do not realize that they pay too high a 
price for projects if they insist on overly rigid turn-key contracts. The 
"lore rigid the turn-key contract, the higher the contingency fee that a 
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contractor includes in his bid to ensure that he will be able to guarantee 
performance. 

The net result is to limit the amount of fertilizer available to the 
farmer and to increase t lie cost of the fertilizer that is produced. A country 
with a good record in making full u.se of the facilities it has will inspire 
confidence in investors when new plants are needed. Conversely, where 
previously financial aid or investment has been poorly utilized, there is 
little reason to suppose that more capital will be forthcoming. 

Linkage with other industrial sectors 

Inter- and intra industry linkage offers developing countries advan- 
tages over the unassoeiated industrial operations of many older econ- 
omies. When the industrial fiamework of a developing country is 
being planned, opportunities for such linkage may arise. This is particu- 
larly true for the fertilizer and certain other heavy chemical industries. 
For example, docks, roads, plant sites, housing can in many eases be 
shared and perhaps constructed simultaneously, with substantial savings 
in capital and operating costs. 

Sometimes one product is needed by several industries, as. for exam- 
ple, sulphuric acid for fertilizers, steel pickling and chemical manu- 
facture; or oxygen for steclmaking. for pisili/at ion of feedstocks to 
make ammonia synthesis gas and for production of chemicals. Oil 
retining may yield gases and liquid hydrocarbons, like naphtha, used for 
ammonia production, while ammonium nitrate made from the ammonia 
can find use as a fertilizer and as an industrial explosive. Opportunities 
also exist for sharing utilities, water treatment, waste gas and effluent 
disposal. 

Possibilities of regional co-operation 

Not all countries should aim at establishing a full-fledged fertilizer 
industry. Many countries are too small or lack the agricultural potential 
to furnish a market for a fertilizer plant of an economic size. In such cases 
regional planning can he helpful. For instance, a country with low cost 
natural gas could produce ammonia for itself and other countries of the 
region. Another country may have phosphate rock, a third may have 
sulphur or low-cost  electric  power, and a  fourth   mav  have potash. 
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Careful  planning íH  needed  to determine where production  facilities 

should he located an«! what products or raw matt-rials should he shipped. 

Siinple économies diciate 1 hat if Country A has phosphate rock and 

< ou.ilry H hay cheap natural «as. it will be mutually advantageous to 

'«¡(ve  Country  \   manufacture  phosphate   fertilizers   fur  itself and   for 

< < untry lì. «hile Countn H manufact ures ammonia and or nitrogen 

fertilizers for itseliand Country A. With the uider market, (.ich country 

¡•••Mi build plants that take advantage of économies of se-le. If each 

«nuntn insisted on having hot h a nitiogen and a phosphate plant the 
¡•«•suit might he the failure of both projects in hot h countries. 

The advantages of regional planning and co-operation are not coll- 

ided to small countries Adjacent portions of large countries may benefit 

ilso. For instance, the northwestern part of the Cnited States'and the 

-uthwestern part of Canaria constitute a region in which phosphate 

rock, potash and finished fertilizers move freely across the border, with 
substantial advantages to both countries. 



Chapter 

FINANCING OF FERTILIZER PROJECTS 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The financing of large-scale projects in developing countries is always 
a difficult problem. Yet. a viable fertilizer project will as a rule be able 
to attract the necessary capital from private or government sources of 
financing. 

PRIVATE FINANCING 

Unfortunately, savings are limited in most developing countries, 
and local individuals or companies can rarely be counted on to be a 
significant source of investment capital. For example, in developed coun- 
tries the consumers of feri ili/.ers are a potential source of private capital, 
but this is not the case in most developing countries because farmers and 
even co-operatives simply do not lia ve sufficient savings. Local producer» 
of equipment, if indeed there are any. do not have the means to assist 
the financing of equipment purchases even over short periods. Outside 
financing is. therefore, needed for fertilizer projects in most developing 
countries. The principal sources of foreign exchange capital in the past 
have been Czechoslovakia, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, 
Italy, Japan, the Tailed Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub- 
lics and the United States. 

The most prolific source of foreign exchange equity capital in the 
years ahead will most likely be foreign private firms. A significant recent 
development has been the broadening of the extended risk guarantee 
programme of the United States Agency for International Development 
(AID) so as to permit United States pension funds, life insurance com 
panies and other types of institutional investors to participate in projects 
abroad ; previously this was not possible. 

The public sale of shares or stock is another potential source of 
private capital for financing new f, rtilizer plants. However, most develop- 
ing countries do not have efficiently functioning stock markets, and 
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public stock issues may therefore frequently be a difficult way to raise 
additional capita!. 

Private development corporations, of which there are a large number, 
ire another potential source of financing. Many development corporations 
lave been organized in recent years with funds from government sources, 
isually from developed countries. Although some of these development 
orporations charge high rates of interest, they do offer a source of 
apital as well as a source of project analysis, which can be helpful in 
aising additional capital. 

Suppliers of equipment represent another important private source 
)t capital, and credits from suppliers can be very important in the 
financing of new fertilizer plants. However, virtually all such credits 
arc related to government programmes; few suppliers are prepared to 
urange private financing without some government guarantee, in many 
ases, after a supplier in a developed country has obtained a firm financial 
oinmitment from a private bank in his country to permit him to extend 

credit for a project in a particular developing country, the Government 
of the developed country has withheld its guarantee and the transaction 
has fallen through. 

The lack of private capital as an investment source for new fertilizer 
I'hints in developing countries is not surprising, since fertilizer projects 
must compete with many other industrial projects for investment funds. 
The relative risks of these competing projects are weighed by investors 
as are also the repayment terms and profits. Private capital may find 
that profits are frequently lower from such projects than in developed 
countries. 

Developing countries wanting to create or expand fertilizer industries 
may be well advised to make their policy on foreign private investment 
as attractive as local conditions and their particular economic, social and 
political philosophies permit. 

GOVERNMENT FINANCING 

As a rule local government sources of capital are available for the 
construction of fertilizer plants, particularly as far as local currency 
components are concerned. The foreign exchange component will in most 
instances be much more difficult for a developing country to supply from 
its own resources. Yet some Governments in developing countries have put 
up the entire foreign exchange and local currency components for the 
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building of fertilizer plants, a clear indication of the high priority given 
to these projects. Fertilizer projects are often financed and owned jointly 
by Government and private industry 

Loans by foreign Governments are another important source of 
capital for the fertilizer industry in developing countries. Most of these 
loans are non-convertible, however, and this is a disadvantage because 
of the length of time it may take to get certain equipment from a parti- 
cular country or because such equipment nii,y cost more in one country 
than in another. Sometimes too, the lender will not permit the design 
to be prepared and the engineering to be done in the developing country 
even though it has adequate design and engineering facilities. 

Another source of government capital is intergovernmental financing 
such as is made available by the World Hank Group, which includes the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), or 
World Bank, and its affiliates, the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC) and the international Development Association (IDA). There are 
also regional development banks. Perhaps the most encouraging sign 
for potential manufacturers of fertilizers has been the great interest in 
the fertilizer industry shown by IBRD in recent years. IBRD is now 
actively considering a wide range of fertilizer projects. IBRD loans may 
be granted to a Government, to an autonomous government agency, or 
to private corporations. However, its loans cover oidy the foreign 
exchange needs of a project. 

Lastly, an important source of funds for project loans is the United 
States Agency for International Development (AID). However, AID will 
not compete with private capital. In turning to AID, the investor must 
convince AID that he has tried without success all other sources, such 
as IBRD and the Export-Import Bank or, if the investment is to be 
made in Latin America, the Inter-American Development Bank. Before 
AID will assist it must be satisfied that money cannot be raised from 
other sources. The terms of assistance from AID are generous but are 
generally geared to conditions in the recipient countries so as to avoid 
upsetting the domestic money market. 



Chapter 8 

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: 
ISSUES, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The issues, the discussion and the recommendations approved by the 
Symposium are presented in this chapter. 

THE ISSUES
4 

Acceleration of the economic growth of many developing countries is 
being retarded because of the failure of food production to keep pace with 
the increased growth of population. Five important agricultural inputs are 
necessary to increase agricultural productivity: fertilizer, improved seed 
varieties, water, pesticides and farm machinery. Of these, fertilizer is 
probably the most vital input. Some countries, such as the Tnited States 
and Japan, have estimated that approximately one half of the increase 
in agricultural yields they have attained can be attributed to greater use 
of fertilizers. Experience in many developing countries, as well as field 
trials conducted by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) under 
the Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign has shown that an application of 
one ton of fertilizer can increase the yield of food grains by five to ten tons. 

The fertilizer industry provides  the nucleus in  many developing 
countries for a broad-based chemical industry. To illustrate, the production 
of acids such as sulphuric, nitric and phosphoric acid, is an integral part 
of the fertilizer industry. These acids are used by and are the starting 
materials for diversified chemical production. Synthetic ammonia, one 
of the largest single chemicals in the world from which almost all of the 
nitrogen fertilizers are made, is the backbone of a large variety of chemical 
products.  Chemical fertilizers derived from ammonia,  such as urea, 
ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and ammonium phosphate, in 
addition to being used as fertilizers, are used in many industries, e.g., 
plastics, explosives, food industries and pesticides. They have linkages 
also to steel, heavy chemicals and petrochemical industries. 

,n .„* F^°m l88Ue8 for Di8CU8f>ion: Fertilizers, Pesticides and Insecticides Industry, 
i%7, ID/Conf. 1/A. 8 (mimeo.). ' 

M 
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The issues presented to the International Symposium had previously 
been rained and discussed by four regional symposia on industrial develop- 

ment, hold in 1965 and 19(>H : 

Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa (KCA). Cairo. 1966. 

"(ID/CONK. IKK. 1 —K/CN. 14,347); 
Asian   Conference   on   Industrialization    (FCAFK),   Manila,    I96.Y 

(ID/CONK. I H.H. 2      K/CN. 11/7HI): 
Symposium on Industrial Development in Latin Amerio:;. Santiago. 

' 10(1(1  (ID/CONK. 1/R.R.3-- K/CN. 12/755/Rev. 1); 
Symposium on Industrial Development in the Arab States, Kuwait, 

" 1966. (1D/CONF. 1/R.R. 4 — E/C. 5/135/Add. 4). 

Disparities in produHioii and consumption levels: world fertilizer programme 

Total world production of fertilizers (N + Pa06 + K,U) in 1965/1966 is 
estimated at about 48.1 million tons Of this, the developing countries 
[Asia (including Africa and mainland China) and South America] produced 
only f>.07 million tons. This means that the developing countries produced 
only 11.8 per cent of world production. If mainland China, North Korea 
and North Viet-Nam are excluded, the production ofN-f P2Ü54 K20 in 
developing regions was 3.72 million tons, while consumption totalled 
4.43 million tons. In 1966/1967. consumption in these areas is expected 
to amount to 6.15 million tons. By 1970/1971, it is estimated that they 
will need an additional five million tons of N 4 !%<>:,-+ K,0 to increase 
agricultural production by 10 per cent 

Current trends indicate that fertilizer production will run ah"ad of 
consumption in advanced countries, while it will lag considerably behind 
consumption in developing countries. The latter countries experience 
serious foreign exchange1 difficulties in covering their deficits by imports. 
Foreign exchange shortages also hamper their attempts to build plants 
for domestic production, even when other factors favour such a course of 

action. 

To increase their fertilizer production capacity, the developing coun- 
tries could revise their fiscal policies affecting the fertilizer industry. Inter- 
national financial organizations could also revise their policies and treat 
fertilizer projects as "infrastructure" investment and extend capital to 
build fertilizer plants on a "soft-credit" basis. Since irrigation projects 
and dams are treated in this category, it can be argued that the full effect 
of such projects is not attained without matching the input of fertilizer 
to the soil. In this connexion, a suggestion is made for the establishment 
of a "world fertilizer development programme", taking into account the 
full needs of the developing countries and setting national and regional 
targets. 
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Economies of scale and new technologies 

New technology in ammonia production is reducing capital and pro- 
duction costs. Then1 is a tendency for large single-stream plants to be 
located close to cheap natural gas and to transport ammonia to their 
markets. Similarly, in phosphate production, the tendency is to produce 
phosphoric acid or highly concentrated phosphate (I\05) and ship it out. 
In the case of potash production, it has to he in locations where potash exists. 

It is advisable, therefore, that st.idies be conducted to aseertain the 
operating experience of the "new breed" ammonia plants based on the 
new technology, for transfer to developing countries Countries possessing 
natural gas and oil resources may give a high priority to the utilization 
of their natural and financial resources for the manufacture of nitrogen 
fertilizers. 

Countries w h ich have a deficit in fertilizers and do not possess natural 
gas may consider investing in fertilizer production facilities in areas rich 
in natural gas. They may thus give serious consideration to regional co- 
operation. Attention may also be drawn to the possibilities of importing 
liquid ammonia or phosphoric acid for conversion to solids as alternatives 
to producing ammonia at high cost or to importing phosphate rock and 
sulphur. 

Sulphur shortage 

An associated problem is the world-wide shortage and the correspond- 
ingly high price of sulphur. Phosphate (P206) production using sulphuric 
acid is being carried out in many developing areas. Consideration should 
also be given to: 

(a) Production of sulphuric acid  from  raw  materials other than 
sulphur; 

(b) The use of ammonia and other liquid fertilizers directly on the soil ; 
(c) Reducing or avoiding the use of uilphur in fertilizer production; 
(d) The recovery of sulphur from "sour" gases. 

Alternative sources of sulphur and potash could also be developed with 
pilot installations. 

Pesticides and insecticides 

At present, the developing oountries have to import more than 90 per 
cent of their requirements of insecticides and pesticides from developed 
countries, but there is a need for the developing countries to establish 

»• 
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facuities for their manufacture. Some of the required concentrations in 
terms of active ingredients in insecticides and pesticides arc quite low 
so that imports of ready-to-use materials involve heavy freight on inert 
products that could he found locally or brought in from a nearby source 
and blended at a formulation plant. Kstahlishmcnt of such formulation 
plants may he the first step towards complete manufacture by developing 
countries of their insecticide and pesticide requirements. The manufacture 
of the active ingredients themselves may be a practical proposition in 
certain developing countries. 

THE DISCUSSION 

In view of the serious food situation in many developing countries, 
the view expressed by the Symposium was that the development of the 
fertilizer, pesticides and insecticides industries had become urgent and 
vital. 

There was general agreement that in intensive agriculture, although 
many inputs were necessary, such as fertilizers, pesticides, better seeds, 
water and farm machinery, the most noteworthy results were to be 
achieved through the use of fertilizers. The importance of fiscal policies, 
infrastructure (transportation and storage capacity), professional train- 
ing, education of fanners and other prerequisites for the development of 
the fertilizer and pesticides industries was recognized. Generally speak- 
ing, it was concluded that the use and production of fertilizers must be 
considered as essential factors in a comprehensive agricultural promo- 
tion plan. 

It was also pointed out that the installation and operation of a 
fertilizer plant was perhaps the easiest part of the whole network. 
Marketing, efficient distribution, the organization of farmers' credit and 
the education of the farmer for the rational use of fertilizers, presented 
more complicated problems. In that context, the need was stressed for 
thorough agro economic feasibility studies to be made in advance before 
planning and implementing any project. 

It was felt that throughout the world there was a serious imbalance 
in regard to the production, availability and consumption of fertilizers 
as between the developing and the industrialized countries, and that the 
correction of this imbalance was perhaps the most urgent task for the 
developing countries to undertake in solving their food problem. 

In view of the shortage of foreign exchange in the developing 
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countries and their real need for fertilizers over the medium term, the 

Symposium < msidered that imports alone were not enough to correct the 

imbalance and that the countries in question must set up and develop 

fertilizer industries on their own soil, with the hacking of the developed 

countries and with help from international organizations 

Stress was laid on the need for regular, adequate data on the present 

and future consumption, production and capacity of fertilizer plants and 

the desirability for information to be made available on the measures 

taken to adjust production to requirements. 

I'he necessity for effective cooperation and co-ordination between 

the various agencies of the Tinted Nations family, especially between 

TNI DO and FAO. in s< udving the fertilizer sector and helping developing 

countries to promote the use of fertilizers and to implement fertilizer 

projects was brought out during the discussions. 

The Symposium also considered it necessary, m so far as it has not 

already been done, to determine for any given country or region the most 

suitable types of fertilizer, bearing in mind soil conditions and crops 

now grown or to be grown. The role of FAO in this area was well known ; 

l'NIDO should handle questions relating to the production of fertilizers 

in close co-operation with the Tnitcd Nations regional economic 

commissions. 

The World Food Program in its turn might provide food for the 

workers during the construction and erection of fertilizer plants 

It was noted that IN DP. with the co operation of TNIDO. was at 

present considering many pilot projects in the fertilizer and pesticides 

sphere. Preliminary studies carried out b\ IN DP and I'M 1)0 on the 

problem of the gradual backward integration in the fertilizer industry 

have shown that in an African country not possessing the raw materials 

required, an N P K plant could nevertheless be built at a reasonable 

cost. Many delegates stressed the importance of demonstration and pilot 

projects to be set up in certain areas of developing countries 

Regarding technologies, the Symposium was informed that one 

country which had started with plants for the electrolysis of water and 

for coal gasification was now basing its output mainly on gas and petro- 

leum products, using the reforming process. Approximately No per cent 

of its production of 1.2 million tons of nitrogen was produced in this way. 

With regard to end products, while many countries began by produe 

ing ammonium sulphate and superphosphate, the tendency now was to 
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produce high-analysis products such as urea, triple superphosphate, 
diammonium phosphate and high-grade multinutrient fertilizers. 

On the question of the substitution of raw materials and manufactur- 
ing processes, the discussion brought out the need for adopting processes 
which reduce or avoid the use of sulphur. In view of the world shortage 
of sulphur and its high prices, alternative raw materials for the production 
of sulphuric acid, such as sulphur-containing ores, gypsum and anhydrites, 
should be thoroughly investigated by developing countries. The use of 
ground rock phosphate directly in the soil and the use of calcined 
phosphates should likewise be investigated to determine their effective- 
ness. Processes using hydrochloric or nitric acid or carbon dioxide for 
the extract ion of T\0B, instead of sulphuric acid seemed also to indicate 
a solution. 

Developing and developed countries must give high priority to the 
development of new sulphur resources, and especially to the recovery of 
sulphur from sour gases and petroleum products. It was proposed that 
a world study be made of short- and medium-term demand, supply 
and prices of sulphur. 

Grave concern was expressed about under-utilization of existing 
productive capacities in developing countries. It was pointed out that 
this was mainly due to non-availability of sulphur, spare parts, suitable 
markets and skilled personnel, and it was recommended that studies 
be undertaken to determine the causes of this under-utilization of exist- 
ing capacity and suggestions made for remedial measures. 

Stress was laid on the importance of regional and interregional 
co-operation for the development of the fertilizer industry. An example 
was cited in the ECAFK region, where there were countries with large 
available resources of gas and oil but only small markets, while neigh- 
bouring countries had large populations and market potentialities but 
lacked cheap and abundant raw materials. Efforts were now being made 
to bring these countries together so that the former could develop a 
basic chemical and fertilizer industry and supply intermediate products 
like ammonia and phosphoric acid to the latter for conversion into 
fertilizers. 

Attention was drawn to the importance of the manufacture and use 
of liquid fertilizers. According to some, the use of high-analysis liquid 
fertilizers and anhydrous ammonia would enable farmers to obtain the 
fertilizer elements at the lowest cost. At the same time, since the use of 
liquid fertilizers implied storage and distribution arrangements and 
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special facilities for their use, it would he necessary to set up demonstra- 

tion projects in that field in developing countries. Several areas of the 

underdeveloped world seemed to be strategically suited for such pilot 
installations. 

The discussions brought out the importance of the manufad lire and 

use of pesticides to reduce food losses, and also of other auxiliary chemicals 

employed in agriculture, such as growth-conti. »I agents. A demonstration 

project in the production of DDT (diehloro-diphenyl-tnchloioethane) 
and BHU (benzene« hexachloride) in a developing country was <pioted as 

an instance of the interest displaye 1 in the problem by UND!» and 

UNIDO. Reference was made to the irradiation of cereals as a means of 

preventing insect damage. Although this method had been approved and 

put into practice by one industrial country, the first pilot plant set up in 

a developing country had given rise to a number of problems to which 

solutions were being sought. It was felt that this method of cereal con- 
servation had a promising future. 

RECOMMENDATIONS APPROVED» 

(1) In order to establish national development programmes for the ferti- 
lizer and pesticides industry, those responsible for these sectors at 
the national and international levels must possess up-to-date informa- 
tion about the world market and trend« in the fertilizer industry. 
Tor this purpose, it is desirable that UNIDO take action: 

(a) To improve and extend the collection, distribution and utilization 
of statistics concerning production and existing or plan.ifd 
productive capacity; 

(6) To organize an efficient system for the exchange of information 
between developing and developed countries concerning their 
respective needs and possibilities; 

(c) To provide opportunities for those concerned with the develop- 
ment of these industries to meet at regional or world sectoral 
symposia to compare their programmes for possibilities of 
co-ordination. 

(2) In order to guide further developments in the fertilizer industry, 
UNIDO should endeavour to draw up a strategy on a world scale 
for the production and use of fertilizers based on the food and agri- 
cultural requirements in accordance with the recommendations made 
by FAO and WHO in this field. 

• From Report of the International Symposium on Industrial Development, 
Athen», 1967 (ID/11) (United Nations publication, Sales No,: 69. II. B. 7). 
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(3) In view of the magnitude of the capital investment inquired in the 

fertilizer industry and the consequent need to make the liest possible 

use of available capital: 

(a) Thorough and exhaustive techno-econonne Judies sbould be 

carried out bcton any funds arc invested. I'NIDO. upon request, 

¡should assist ii. ca IT vini; out these studies;;-, appropriate. 

(b) Kvery advantage must be taken ol economics ot siale and all the 

pei tinelli conclusions must be drawn, esjM'ciallv in so far as 

regional co-operation is concerned. I'M DO. in co-operation with 

the relevant economic commissions should assist and promote 
activities in this field: 

(c) A high rate of utilization oi productive capacity us desirable. 

A study .should be made by l'NIDO of the causes of the under - 

utilization which is too often a feature ot developing countries, 
and of the means ot correcting it . 

(«/) A study should he made by I'NIDO of the causes of the wide 

differences in total capital costs of fertilizer projects between 
developed and developing countries. 

(e) The World Bank and other appropriate international institutions 

should consider the possibility of treating the fertilizer industry, 

from the credit standpoint. as infrastructure on a par \\ it h projects 

such as irrigation and transportation (NIDO should take follow- 

up action for the implementation of tins recommendation with 
the World Hank 

(4) Regional, and indeed interregional, co-operation is even more neces- 

sary in the fertilizer industry < han else« here, and should be encouraged 

by all means. It is particularly feasible between countries 

producing intermediate product.- (ammonia, phosphoric acid etc ) 

cheaply and countries which consume large quantities of f« rtilizers 

(5) The role of mineral raw materials is decisive It is therefore necessary 

(a) To continue and extend geological surveys of sulphurous material, 
phosphate rock and potash deposits : 

(6) To follow closely movements on the sulphur market a. d make a 

careful study of the short- and medium-term trends of that 
market ; 

(c) To study the economic possibilities of any techniques calculated 
to reduce the consumption of sulphur. 

UNIDO should undertake, assist or promote these activities 

(6) Equally important is the training o< farm and factory workers and 

the task of accustoming them to the new product» and methods. 
It is therefore desirable : 
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(a) To continue and expand training programmes; 

(A) To mstull pilot plants and equipment, particularly for the 

production and appurali»,, of |iqilj,l fertili«•, pesticides and 
formulation plants lor pesticides and growth-control agents. 

1 MIX». INDI' and other appn.pnate hod.es should assist and pro- 
mote such activities. ' 

(7) ¡t ,s recognized that there may he manv ohstaeles to the extension 

"f the tertih/.e, and pesticides mdustry ,„ develop.ng eountnes such 

as n,st<m,s and fiscal pohces. lack of qualified .stati', insufficient 

markets and ¡„adequate inlrastructures I'NJDn should co-opcrat* 

«'th rX(TAI). (¡ATT and other appropriate organisons tor 
systematic studies of these obstacles 

(8) In so far a. the above-mentioned activities, studies and measures fall 
within the responsibility of international organizations 

(a) It is essential thai these bod.es should work m close co-operation 

und «„-ordinate their activities ,„ accordance with their respective 

technical and regional spheres of competence Since fertilizers 

are ol importance to both agriculture and industry it js partie.! 

h'Hy important that I'M |)( >V activities in regard to this industry 

and the industrial production of fertilizers should be conducted 

"i lull co-operation with KAO I Nl>|» a„d other appropriate 
international  bodies; 

(h) It is no less essential that full, effective and systematic use should 

he made of all projects and studies carried out at present or in 

the recent past so that the appropriate conclusions may be drawn 

and duplicano,, avoided I'NIIX) should consider this question 

and issue an annual "Digest" of all the papers issued, work 

carried out and developments in the fertilizer sector by all 

United Nations agencies and other international organizations. 



Chapter 9 

UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER ACTION 
TO PROMOTE THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Through various forms of international co-operation a great deal of 
work has been done to promote the fertilizer industry in developing 
countries. This chapter on United Nations action to promote chemical 
fertilizers gives some examples of specific activicies concerned with the 
establishment of new industries in developing countries, and also with 
problems of rationalization and extension of existing industries. A few 
examples of bilateral assistance from developed to developing countries 
are also given. 

UNITED NATIONS ACTION 

The work involves the continuing review of approved and newly 
developed technological processes and their economic application in 
specific industrial branches and provision of support to technical assist- 
ance activities in developing countries. To this end. seminars, expert 
group meetings and study groups are organized to disseminate techno- 
logical information on industries of particular importance to the develop- 
ing countries, manuals and reports are prepared on industrial technology 
and processes as well as industrial branch reports for the use of developing 
countries. 

The programme of UNIDO for the development of the fertilizer 
industry is financed under various United Nations operational pro- 
grammes in which UNIDO participates. These are: the Regular Pro- 
gramme of technical assistance devoted to industry and financed from 
the United Nations budget (RP); the Special Fund component of the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP/SF) ; and the Technical 
Assistance component of the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP/TA). UNIDO receives, in addition, voluntary contributions from 
Governments for the financing of the Special Industrial Servioes pro- 
gramme (SIS), a programme limited largely to urgent short-term missions. 
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Some projects may also be financed from funds in trust, deposited by 
Governments for specific projects, or other direct voluntary contributions 
In all these programmes assistance is given only at the request of the 
Government concerned. 

In addition to helping solve technical and managerial problems 
of existing industrial enterprises and advising on the establishment of 
new industries, UNIDO missions have been sent to : 

Bolivia, for a fertilizer project study; 
The Democratic Republic of the Congo, on a fact-finding mission 
to investigate into the possible UNIDO assistance in fertilizers; 
Indonesia, to advise the Government on existir g fertilizer projects '; 
Iran, to assist with chlorine-based and phosphorus-based pesticides! 
Jordan, to prepare a fertilizer industry feasibility study; 
Madagascar, to investigate the market for nitrogen fertilizers 
(particularly urea); 

Rwanda, to initiate a project for the extraction of methane dis- 
solved in the waters of Lake Kivu for fertilizer production; 
Syria, to analyse tenders for a fertilizer project ; 
Togo, to discuss with the Government the proposed demonstration 
plant for the production of phosphatic fertilizers. 

Exploratory field missions have also been carried out in Peru and 
Yugoslavia. Assistance has been given to many countries in production 
and in improvement and maintenance techniques in petrochemical and 
fertilizer industries. 

UNIDO has served as executing agency for UNDP in implementing 
the following Special Fund projects : 

The first phase of the Special Fund project in Algeria, dealing with 
industrial and marketing surveys on petroleum derivatives and 
natural gas was completed in February 1968. 
A second phase of the Special Fund project, "Centre for Industrial 
and Technological Studies" in Algeria, has been initiated to provide 
further assistance to the Government in its efforts towards the most 
efficient utilization of the natural hydrocarbon resources. 
A Special Fund project is in operation in Pakistan, on pre-invest- 
ment studies for the promotion of fertilizers and petrochemical 
industries. 
A Special Fund project has been initiated m Rwanda for a pilot 
plant for pyrethrum processing and for stimulation of industriali- 
zation. 
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Work is under way to implement a demonstration pesticides plant 
project in the United Arab Republic for the production of DDT, 
liquid bromine etc. 
UNDP has recently sanctioned a project in Togo for the production 
of single superphosphate. 

Supporting activities 

To facilitate operational activities, a variety of supporting activities 
are undertaken, directed mainly towards the transfer and adaptation 
of modern production technology for use in developing countries. Such 
transfers and adaptations are carried out by the organization of seminars, 
symposia and expert group meetings, surveys and studies and the publica- 
tion of documents. 

Meetings 

During 1968, expert group meetings were held in Vienna on various 
topics connected with the fertilizer industry. One such meeting brought 
experts together from fertilizer deficit countries and consultants from 
fertilizer-surplus countries, during which the following topics were dis- 
cussed: availability of capital for purchase of plant and know-how; 
supply problems of raw materials; inadequacies; internal policies; cost 
of production and pricing policies; inadequate project planning and 
execution; and lack of effective regional co-operation. A list of meetings 
on the fertilizer industry is presented in annex 2. 

Surreys and studies 

Surveys and studies are undertaken by UNIDO to bring to the 
attention of developing countries new technologies and processes and 
also to identify the problems facing the industry in developing coun- 
tries and to suggest solutions. The surveys and studies undertaken so far 
include : a compilation or directory of fertilizer production facilities ; a 
critical study of various nitrophosphate processes ; and a study of the 
utilization of by-product gypsum for the production of sulphuric acid. 

Publications 

The most useful surveys and studies are published. A list of UNIDO 
publications on the fertilizer industry is attached as annex 3. 
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BILATERAL ASSISTANCE 

The following are some examples of bilateral assistance from the 
developed to the developing countries: 

Austria 

In co-operation with commercial firms, the Austrian Government 
has organized a large-scale insects and weeds destruction action in Tunisia 
in the years 1966-1968. The goal of this development programme is not 
only to increase agricultural production per hectare in Tunisia, but also 
to train experts to carry out agricultural flights, as this is an important 
development in the fight against weeds, insects etc. 

Czechoslovakia 

Technical assistance is provided by experts in the manufacture of 
nitrogenous   fertilizers,   phosphatic   fertilizers   and   mixed   fertilizers 
Assistance is given in the preparation of feasibility studies, investment 
studies,   projects,   studies dealing  with  optimal  capacity units  etc 
especially relating to the production of ammonia, nitric acid, urea and 
mixed fertilizers. 

France 

French technical and economic assistance relating to fertilizers has 
been directed to French-speaking African countries including Madagascar 
It included promotion of use of fertilizers, agricultural extension work 
and supply of credit for agricultural development. It has been estimated 
that about 25 per cent of the activities of the specialized institutes waa 
concentrated on solving the problems relating to the use of mineral 
fertilizers. The technical assistance, both direct and indirect, included 
employment of more than 300 experts in the countries concerned. The 
French Government and French private capital have financed market and 
feasibility studies leading to the establishing of two local fertilizer 
industries, one in the Ivory Coast and one in Senegal. 

The Netherlands 

In 1966, the Government of the Netherlands finanoed a feasibility 
study on the industrialization possibilities in the fertilizer sector in 
Indonesia. In 1968, an expert was placed at the disposal of the Indonesian 
Government for 18 months. 
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Sweden 

Within the Swedish programme for assistance to developing countries 
bilateral or multilateral support has been given for increasing the agri- 
cultural production and the nutrition value of food products. During the 
next years it is proposed to extend assistance, which has hitherto been 
limited to shipments of fertilizers. 

United Kingdom 

The United Kingdom has sent a technical expert in mechanical 
composting to India and other experts to Jordan, Pakistan and Venezuela 
to conduct feasibility studies on various aspects of the fertilizer industry. 
It has also made grants or loans relating to the purchase of fertilizers or 
manufacturing e-piipment to Ceylon, India, Lesotho, Malawi, Pakistan 
and the Windward Islands. 

United States 

At the end of the fertilizer year 1967, there were 1,385 US technicians 
working in the food and agriculture field around the world. Probably no 
more than twelve to fifteen of these were devoting full time to fertilizers, 
although many of the technicians spent a considerable part of their time 
on them. To provide technical experts for fertilizers, the Agency for 
International Development maintains a general agreement with the 
National Fertilizer De velopment Center of the Tennessee Valley Authority 
(TVA) to second staff members for various duties. Work conducted under 
this agreement includes inier alia training, special studies, provision of 
technical teams, and maintenance of a working technical library. A 
contract with North Carolina State University provides assistance to 
Latin America for soil testing which is closely associated with the use of 
fertilizers. During 1968 AID approved a number of projects both for 
loans and for private investment guarantees. 



Annex 1 

UNIDO ASSISTANCE TO THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

A.   AREAS RELATING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRIES 

IN  WHICH  UNIDO TS  IN A POSITION  TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Over-all planning for the fertilizer and pesticides industries; 
Feasibility and pre-investment studies; 

Preparation of tender documents, cnalysis of bids and drawing up 
of contracts, supervision of construction, erection, start-up and 
operation of plant ; 

Establishment of pilot and demonstration plants; 
Assistance to existing plants; 
Projection and evaluation of projects; 
Location studies; 
Choice of suitable raw materials ; 

Improvement of production technology and evaluation of alternative 
technical processes ; 

Reduction of the u.se of sulphur in fertilizer production; 
Procurement of know-how and techniques; 

Taking steps to transfer technologies from developed to developing 
countries; 

Training in operation, maintenance and management; 
Marketing and distribution ; 

Evolution of policies foi regional and interregional co-operation; 
Updating of statistics regarding  fertilizer production capacities; 
Procurement of financial assistance. 

B.   SELECTED MAJOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 

The project* listed below relate to the activities of the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization sinoe its establishment in 1067. The list 
excludes projects carried out under the predecessor organizations of UNIDO 
(the former Division of Industrial Development up to 1962 and the Centre for 
Industrial Development up to 1967). Since the projeots are listed for illustrative 
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purposes, the names of countries have been omitted. The  respective  pro- 
grammes under which the projects are implemented are shown as: 

SIS Special Industrial Services of TN I DO 
UNDP/TA    United Nations Development Programme, 

Technical Assistance Component 
UNDP/SF     United Nations Development Programme, 

Special Fund Component 
RP Regular Programme 

(1)   Projects implemented or under implementation by UNIDO in areas related 
to the development of fertilizer industries 

AFRICA 

Urea and ammonium sulphate complex (SJS) 

Exploratory mission for proposed ammonia and urea project (SIS) 
Economics of sulphuric acid production from gypsum (SIS) 
Study on bromine recovery and utilization (SIS) 

Industrial   ami  marketing surveys   on  petroleum   derivatives   and 
natural  gas (phase 1), (Vntrc   lor   Industrial  and   Technological 
Studies (phase 2) (UNDP/SK) 

Pilot plant for industrialization and pvrethrum production 
(UNDP/SF) 

Demonstration plant for the production of phosphatic fertilizers and 
the complementary activities in fertilizer use and promotion 
(UNDP/SF) ' 

Fertilizer production and marketing (RP) 
Production of organic fertilizers (SIS) 

Nitrogen fertilizers production and export possibilities (SIS) 
Use of methane gas (HIS) 

Ammonia and urea fertilizer plant specifications (SIS) 
Fertilizer industry; investment and market arrangement (SIS) 
Urea and ammonium sulphate project preparation (SIS) 
Study on chlorine utilization for DDT manufacture (SIS) 
Demonstration pesticides production plant based on chlorine and 

bromine resources (UNDP/SF) 

THE AMERICAS 

Formulation of projects for the production of nitrogen, 
phosphate and potash fertilizers (UNDP/TA) 

Organic materials and compost fermentation for fertilisers 
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AMIA  AND THF. FAR KAMT 

Fellowships in fertilizer industry (IN DP/TA) 
Pre-investment studies for the promotion of the 

fertilizer and petrochemical industries (TNDP.'NF) 
Problems of superphosphate plant operation (SIS) 

Kl ROPK  AMI   IHK  MIIUH.K KANT 

Centre for Industrial Development (I NDPSK) 
Exploratory mission tor assistance to fertilizer projects under 

construction and proposed urea and triple 
superphosphate projects (SIS) 

Fellowships in fertilizer industry (I NDP/TA) 
Natural gas development (RP) 
Possibilities of further assistance to the 

fertilizer industry (SIS) 

Evaluation of tenders lor a triple phosphate project (SIS) 
Nitrogen fertilizer project (SIS) 

Study of fertilizer requirements and urea production (SIS) 

(2)   Projects in preparation or under d^urn,,,, with Governments in arem rtlaki 
to the development offertili:,! industrien 

AFRI« 4 

Exploitation of methane gas (TNDP/SF) 
Demonstration plant for the production of 

phosphate fertilizers (I'NDP/SF) 

Industrial and marketing surveys for fertilizers (lTNDP/SF) 
Study on the production of feed phosphates and 

urea-based cattle feed ( I'NDP/TA) 
Proteinous food based on petroleum Wd stocks ¡INDI' TA) 
I>evelopment of the fertilizer industry (TNDP.'TA) 
Fertilizers, pesticides and petrochemicals industries (I'NDP/TA) 
In-plant training group in fertilizer industries (RP) 

THE AMERICAS 

Pilot project for the production, storage and 
application of liquid fertilizers (UNDP/SF) 

Study on feed phosphates and synthetic cattle feed (UNDP/TA) 
Fertilizer, pesticides and petrochemicals industries (UNDP/TA) 
In-plant training group in fertilizer industries (RP) 
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ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Pilot projects for the production and application of ammoniated 
superphosphate and pesticides using excess chlorine (UNDP/SF) 

Pilot plants for the recovery of sulphur from natural gas and 
crude oil (UNDP/8F) 

Assistance in the preparation of feasibility studies for 
establishing a single superphosphate industry (UNDP/TA) 

Petrochemical and fertilizer project (UNDP/TA) 
Assistance to a urea fertilizer project (UNDP/TA) 
Assistance in preventive and current maintenance of existing 

fertilizer plants (UNDP/TA) 

Assistance in the establishment and operation of bulk blending 
fertilizer plant using solids and liquids (UNDP/TA) 

In-plant training group in fertilizer industries (RP) 

El'ROPE AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Assistance in the production of potash (UNDP/TA) 
Studies on the recovery of sulphur from high sulphurous 

crude oils (UNDP/TA) 
In-plant training group in fertilizer industries (RP) 



Annex 2 

SEMINARS, MEETINGS AND WORKING GROUPS 
ORGANIZED BY UNIDO OR BY THE UNITED NATIONS 

PRIOR TO THE INCEPTION OF UNIDO 

1. Meeting of Ad Hoc Expert Group 
on Fertilizer Production 

2. First Interregional Seminar on the 
Production of Fertilizers 

3. Meeting of the Ad Hoc Expert 
Group from Fertilizer-Deficit 
Countries 

4. Meetings for the Promotion and 
Development of Fertilizer and 
Pesticide Industries 

Africa 

Asia 

Latin America 

5. Second Interregional Seminar on 
the Production of Fertilizers 

Location Date 

UN Headquarters,   December 1966 
New York 

Kiev 

Vienna 

September 1965 

May 1968 

Rabat October 1969 

Tehran October 1969 

Rio de Janeiro September 1970* 

Kiev 4th quarter 1971 

* Proposed. 
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SELECTED LMT OF DOCUMExNTS AND PUBLICATION* ON 
THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

UNITED NATIONS 

CENTRE FOR INDI-STRIAL PEVKU.PMKNT (PREDECESSOR OF UNIDO) 

f^4^ZZ97ní TT'' m the Pr0dmtion * F€rtüi*r°' K•> ««. 1966, ST/TAD/SRR. C/78 (Sales No. 66.11.B.7). 

UNITE» NATIONS IND, STRIA.. DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

Fertüizer Manual. 1967. NT/ni)/ir> (Sales N<>. 67 11 B 1 ) 

STää; 
th( p,Mon « Fem-<Ki- '-> 

Report „f lkt• A«l H.H- Krpert (¿roup on Fertilizer Production in Six Selected 

Ä.Sä 
x"tural °"*—*~ M- • '»: m 

Factor, Inhibüint, the Jnd.gen.us Growth of the Fertilizer Industry in Developing 
Country Report of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts from FertiUzer IhficTZÏ! 
tnes, Vienna, 1%H, 1969. ID/13 (Sale« No. 69 HB 21). 

Sectoral Studies: Fertilizer Industry. 1967, ID/CONF. 1/38 (mimeo). 

Trends and Prospects of World Fertilizer Produetion Capacity a« Related to 

(muT>) y       L MC€Une ftnd E A Harre- 19<"< 1D/WÏÏ 
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Fertilizer Industry Series: 

Ckemical Fertilizer Projects:   Their Creation.  Evaluation and Establishment 
by C. J  Pratt, I D/SKR  F/l (Sales No 68.11 B.17) 

Guide to  liuiMmy an  Ammonia  Fertilizer Compier.   h\ ,1   A. Finneran and 
P. .1   Masut. I D/SKR  F/2 (Sah.s NY 65» || ]{ 10) 

The  Reduction   of Sulphur  AY«/* in   Fértil,.,,   M a im fact un    hy  (' .]   Pratt 
ID/SER  F/:MSHI< s No 69 11 It 2«) 

The Ammonium Chloride ami S,*l„ Ash Dual Manufacturing Process i„ Japan, 
by Shozabu,,) Seki. ID/SKR   V 4 (Sales N„ 69 || B >i)\ 

New Process for the Prodwtm,, „f Phosphat,,   Fertilizer  Cuing Hydrochloric 
Acid, by Y. Araten and R   RK.SII. I96ÎI, ID/SKR  .*•''-"> (Sales No.69.11.B.23) 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA 

Investigation on Fertilizer and Chemical Industries in East Africa, 15 July I960 
E/CN. 14/INR/83(mimeo). 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Report of the Conference on the Development of Fertilizer Industry in Asia 
Mid the Far East (Bombay, 1963), 1963. K/CN. U/18. NR/51 (mir imeo. 

FOOD AND AORICITLTCRE ORGANIZATION 

Fertilizers: An Annual Review of World Production. Consumption and Trade, 
vol«. 1946 to 1967 (Sales publications). 

OTHER SOURCES 

Achorn, F. W. arid H. G. Walkup, Cost Comparison of Ocean Shipment of 
Anhydrous Ammonta and Solid Crea rs Shipment of Urea-Ammonia Solution, 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Muscle Shoals, Ala., 1966. 

Douglas, ,1 R , Jr , I'S Fertilizer Industries: Opportunity in Fulfilling World 
Fertilizer Needs, presented at the Annual Meeting of the National Fertilizer 
Solutions Association, Miami Beach, Fla., 1966. 
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Fither, C. C, Capital Sovrcœsfor Fertilizer Plant Construction, presented at the 
Annual Seminar of the Fertilizer Association of India, 10«6. 

McCune, D. L . T F. Hignett and J. R. Douglas, Jr., Estimated World Ferti- 
lizer Production Capacity as Related to Future Needs, Tennessee Valley Author- 
ity, Muscle Shoals. Ala., 1966. 
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